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The thesis analyzes the validity of consumer's surplus

as a measure of welfare change. The analysis begins by

examining the chronological development of the concept.

Once an understanding of consumer's surplus is formulated,

an evaluation of its use in modern ad hoc problems can be

undertaken.

Chapter II and III discuss the development of consumer's

surplus from Classical economics to its modern reformulations,

The concept's application to different problems is discussed

in Chapter IV. Chapter V and VI deal with the intergration

of consumer's surplus and the compensation principle.

The primary conclusion is that the Laspeyres measure,

in combination with the compensation test, provides a defini-

tive measure of welfare change in a limited situation.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

If economists are to play their part in shaping
the canons of economic policy fit for a new age,
they will have to build on the foundation of
Consumers' Surplus.Jn H

John P. Jick&^

Purpose of Paper

This paper will examine the historical evolution of

consumer's surplus. There are two objectives in doing so.

The first is to establish the concept's place in welfare

economic theory, The second is to investigate the possi-

bilities of using consumer's surplus as a measure of com-

parative welfare change,

The potential benefit of the investigation is provided

by the proven usefulness of consumer's surplus in practical

analysis and policy recommendations, If the concept's valid-

ity as a tool to measure welfare change can be established,

then it can be employed by decision-makers for information

gathering purposes, This, in essence, is the purpose of

this paper. It is to provide some insight into the tools

available which can be employed by policy makers. The use

of these tools will lead to a rore informative basis by

1 John P. Hicks, "The Rhabilitation of Consumers' Sur-
plus," Review of Economic Studies, VIII (1940-41), 116.
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which decisions and recommendations can be made. This

greater understanding, of course, coincides with the purpose

of economics; that Is, increased understanding of the rela-

tionships between all economic entities.

Therefore, it is hoped that insight can be provided

which will show how the use of consumer's surplus as a

tool to measure welfare change can be utilized. And that if

this concept is employed correctly it can lead to a more

informative decision regarding policy recommendations.

Scope of Paper

Consumer's surplus is generally accepted today as an

integral part of welfare theory, Its application to prac-

tical analysis, however, has been a somewhat skirted issue,

The concentration of this investigation will be on the appli-

cation of the concept in a pragmatic manner for information

gathering purposes, First, though, a review of the chrono-

logical development of the concept will be undertaken. The

methodology used is to allow the reader to follow the devel-

opment of the surplus notion from the writings of the Physio-

crats to its modern reformulations by John R. Hicks and others,

Special attention will be given to Ricardo's theory of rent.

This is necessary because of the influential nature of this

doctrine. It is recognized that others (including Mill and

Marx) wrote during the Classical period on the notion of a

surplus. There is no intention to slight the contributions

of others but only to establish the importance of the surplus
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notion in Classical writings. It is felt that this can best

be done by concentrating on Ricardo's rent doctrine.

The modern notion of consumer's surplus is associated

with welfare economics. Welfare economics has been defined

as, "the branch of economic science that attempts to estab-

lish and apply criteria of propriety to economic policies."
2

Generally, welfare economics is concerned with the economic

policies that result in a general equilibrium, that is, a

Paretian optimal situation, This paper, however, will con-

centrate not on general equilibrium, but instead, on what may

be called partial equilibrium. By partial equilibrium we

mean establishing a position of equilibrium within a limited

context, such as a given market. In this paper the final

analysis of consumer's surplus will be limited to the inves-

tigation of welfare changes confronting only two individuals

in a given market. This is not to say, however, that the

results are useless. As John R. Hicks states,

There is one whole branch of economic theory which
is absolutely dependent upon the idea of Consumers'
Surplus; a very important branch it is too, though
naturally enough it has been far too much neglected
in recent years, It is the branch which may be
called Partial Welfare Analysis, since it occupies
the same place in General Welfare Analysis as the

study of Partial Equilibrium does in positive eco-
nomics. There are few branches of economic theory
which have greater practical use.3

2 Melvin W. Reder, Studies in the Theoryof Welfare
Economics (New York, 19W7TTp. 137

3John R. Hicks, "The Rehabilitation of Consumers' Surplus,"
p. 110,
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Therefore, the following can be viewed in partial equilibrium

terms. The recognition of this distinction is a crucial

issue.

A further distinction must be made between the analysis

formulated in this paper and the analysis that is generally

associated with general equilibrium. This is the important

difference between what may be called aw prior elfare eco-

nomics and ad hoc welfare economics, The a prior analysis

has been the traditional basis for welfare economics since

Pareto, In speaking about aJpriori welfare economics 0, K,

Nath states,

Though value judgements are unavoidable in welfare
economics, it is possible to try to pretend that
any particular value judgements adopted are so
'widely acceptable,' 'general,' or 'minimal' that
the welfare propositions based on them would be
uite general, non-controversial, or 'more-or-
less objective.' This indeed has been the usual
procedure in the literature of welfare economics.
We describe this kind as a ziori welfare economics>

The value judgements incorporated into the Paretian system

are believed to be valid in all cases, therefore, optimality

conforms to subjugation to these strict value premises. On

the other hand, this paper will argue for a partial equili-

brium analysis based upon an ad hoc system of welfare economics,

Ad hoc welfare economics can be defined as,

study of problems of applied economics in the light
of positive economic theories and some explicit
value judgements which an economist introduces on
his own or which--if he is doing an assigned job--

S, K, Nath, appraisal of Welfare Economics (New York,
1971), p. 2,



are gIven to him by the 'parliament'; in either
case the value judgements are value judgements
and therefore open to argument, criticism,
and disagreement.5

It is hoped that this paper can provide some insight

into the positive analysis of welfare theory, Yet, it

should be recognized that this constitutes only a part of

any policy decision. Other external factors such as social,

political, and opsychological considerations must be weighed

in any policy decision. These other factors can only be

examined in light of explicit value jud gements, Decisions,

therefore, can only be made in an ad hoc manner incorporating

both the economy ic and ethical considerations unique to each

given situation, As Hla Myint states,

A logical gulf separates the narrower economic wel-
fare analysis at the physical and the subjective
levels with the broader problem of social welfare
at the ethical level. The first two levels are
capable of yielding scientific welfare propositions
which are logically demonstrable and are concerned
with quantities which can be put under the category
of greater and less, But their scope is limited
to showing the implications of a given action and
to comparing the relative efficiency of attaining
given ends by alternative methods, Thus if we
wish to pass from scientific welfare analysis to
practical social policy we are obliged to enter
the ethical level and to make normative judgements
concerning ghether or not the given ends ought to
be pursued,

Therefore, this paper will view welfare economics in an

ad hoc manner concentrating on a partial equilibrium analysis,

The main emphasis will center on price changes in a giver.

2Ibid,

Hla Myint, Theories of Welfare Economics (Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 1948T, pp. 29Z7-2*
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market and the resulting change in welfare to the individuals

affected by the price change.



CHAPTER II

THE DEVELOPMENT OF CONSUMER'S SURPLUS

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the historical

foundations of the surplus concept. By examining these

foundations, it will be possible to show how the concept

was developed through both the Classical and the Neo-Classical

schools. The main emphasis of the concept's development will

be with David Ricardo and Alfred Marshall. However, there

will be a recognition of contributions made to the develop-

ment and utilization of the concept by other Classical and

Neo-Classical scholars,

The original notion of a "surplus" was born in the writ-

ings of the Physiocrats, especially the analysis formulated

by Francois Quesnay. In his famous Ana du Tableau Econo-.

u, Quesnay established what he termed the "produit net"

which was to become a cornerstone of Physiocratic ideas.

This "produit net" was the surplus return from agriculture,

or, more precisely, according to; "the value of that part of

the total produce of extractive industry which remained after

deducting the wages of the labor, and the replacement charges

and interest of the capital which helped produce it."1 The

Physiocrats emphasized that agriculture was the only productive

1Lewis H. Haney, History of Economic Thouggt, 4th ed.
(New York, 1949), pp. 182-183.

7
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sector in the economy and, therefore, the only sector that

could produce a "produit net." According to the Physio-

cratic schema, "in agriculture, nature labors along with

man, by her bounty yielding not only what the agricultural

laborer or farmer consumes, but also a surplus which nour-

ishes the other classes of society."2  The surplus, there-

fore, was attributable to a bounty from nature. It was a

critical variable in Physiocratic theory. In the Physio-

crats view the surplus is "in fact the real revenue of

the nation, and it is this which, in one form or another,

supports the manufacturing and commercial classes." 3

Recognition of Surplus in Classical Economics

The Physiocrats notion of a surplus had considerable

influence in the development of Classical economics. Adam

Smith examined the notion of a surplus in his Wealth of

Nations and Malthus, Ricardo, Mill, and Jevons each gave

analysis of the concept of surplus in their individual works.

The Physiocrats influence was strong even in the thinking

of Karl Marx. Indeed, "for Marx the specific greatness of

the Physiocrats was their derivation of value and surplus

value from production, and their specific limitation was

their definition of surplus value as a gift of nature."

2Ibid., p. 182.

3Sir Alexander Gray, The Deve pent of Economic Tho
(New York, 1931), p. 90.

1 Joseph Finkelstein and Alfred L. Thimm, Economists and
Society (New York, 1973), p. 32,
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The concept of surplus first arises in Classical

economics in the form of a theory of the nature of ground

rent. Smith's approach to the subject was closely synony-

mous with that of the Physiocrats. According to Smith,

"rent was the price paid to the landlord for the use of

the land. It was the free gift of nature," 5  This view was

in effect the same as the Physiocrats, who had looked upon

rent as proof of the bounty of nature.

Following Smith and the influence of the Wealth of

Nations, later writers began to turn their attention toward

the concept of rent. The publication of Malthus' Principles

and his theory of population quickly focused attention to

the limited supply of land, Due to a reaction against Malthus'

postulates, several theories of ground rent began to emerge.

In 1815 five separate articles were published which dealt

with rent. These articles were in reaction against the

famous Corn Laws of England. During this period economic

justification for the repeal of the Corn Laws was being

debated. The articles by Edward West, "Essay on the Appli-

cation of Capital to Land," Robert Torrens, "An Essay on the

External Corn Trade," David Ricardo, "Essay on the Influence

of a Low Price of Corn," and Thomas Robert Malthus, "Inquiry

into the Nature and Progress of Rent" and "Grounds of An

Opinion on the Policy of Restricting the Importation of

55,K. Srivastava, History of Economic Thought, 2nd ed.
(Delhi, 1965), p. 126.
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Foreign Corn" were based upon the existing relationship

between high grain prices and cultivation of less fertile

land. A common theme to all five articles was the effect

of diminishing returns and its influence on grain prices.

The authors agreed that as cultivation became more and more

extensive the product returns would become less for given

amounts of homogenous capital and labor applied to the less

fertile soil. In other words, it would simply cost more

to produce on the less fertile soil due to diminishing re-

turns. The authors also recognized that "price is regulated

by the least favorable circumstance under which production

is carried on . , . and inferred from it that rent is the ex-

cess of the product over the outlays of the marginal farmer

for capital and labor."6 This analysis has been reworded

in modern economic language as "price is determined by mar-

ginal cost, but the marginal costs of the intramarginal farmer

exceeds his average costs, and this excess goes to the land-

lord as rent."7

Even though Malthus and Ricardo agreed that rent was

due to a high marginal cost of the intramarginal farmer

compared to the cost of other farmers, they were not in

agreement over the reason for this high marginal cost. Mal-

thus' reasoning was based in his theory of population. His

6Mark Blaug Economic Theory in Retro (Homewood,
Ill., 1968), pA. o

71bid.
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analysis began in an early society which was forced by lack

of technology to use poor tools on already less fertile

soils. The poor food production of such a society would

always keep the population small. However, in Malthus'

view, "with civilization came improved processes and imple-

ments, increasing the produce. The tendency of population

to outrun subsistence, however, keeps prices up, and there-

fore rent increases. "1 The nature of rent was due, in effect,

to the increasing product of agriculture which in turn in-

creased population and rent. Again, the bounty of nature

which was characteristic of the Physiocrats was the basis

of rent.

David Ricardo had a much different view of the nature

of rent than did Malthus. Ricardo advocated that "rent is

not the result of the generosity of nature, but of her nig-

gardliness."9 According to Ricardo,

Nothing is more common than to hear of the advantages
which the land possesses over every other source of
useful produce, on account of the surplus which it
yields in the form of rent. Yet when land is most
abundant, when most productive, and most fertile,
it yields no rent; and it is only when its powers
decay, and less is yielded in return for labor, that
a share of the original produce of the more fertile
portions is set apart for rent.'0

8 Haney, History of Economic Thought, p. 297,

9 Ibid,

1 David Ricardo, Principles of Political Economy and
Taxation (London, 1911), p.7397
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The Ricardian rent doctrine is one of the most profound

statements coming out of Classical economics. As Lewis

Haney states,

He was not the first to have some idea of rent

as a differential return. He was not the first
to have some understanding of diminishing returns.
But he was the first to bring these things into
relation with his economic theory as a whole, and
in the Ricardian economics the land margin occupies
the center of the stage.11

The Ricardian rent doctrine is based upon two dimensions:

one, an extensive margin created by cultivating less fertile

soil and, two, an intensive margin brought about by dimin-

ishing returns to the factors of production. Ricardo first

analyzed the theory of rent in his Essay on the Influence

of a Low Price of Corn in 1815. Later, in his Principles

of Political EconoM and Taxation he developed more fully

the "Ricardian law of rent."

In his Principje Ricardo simply states that rent is

"that portion of the produce of the earth which is paid to

the landlord for the use of the original and indestructible

powers of the soil." 12 This rent, or surplus, does not

exist so long as fertile soil is abundant enough not to

force any production on to less fertile soil. However, due

to the growth of population, pressure for more produce goods

forces the cultivation of less fertile soil. This trend

will continue the more population grows, resulting in the

11Haney, History of Economic Thought, p. 292,

12Ricardo, Principles of Political Economy and Taxation,
p. 33.
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lesser fertile soils being utilized. As these lesser soils

are brought into cultivation a surplus is created from the

production of the more fertile soils, This is because "to

attract additional units of land into production the price

of produce must rise sufficiently to recoup the cost of

less productive tillage, The resulting increments in reve-

nue on superior grades of soil accrue to the landlord."1 3

According to Ricardo,

If all land had the same properties, if it were
unlimited in quantity, and uniform in quality, no
charge could be made for its use, unless where it
possessed peculiar advantages of situation. It is
only, then, because land is not unlimited in quantity
and uniform in quality, and because, in the progress
of population, land of an inferior quality, or less
advantageously situated, is called into cultivation,
that rent is ever paid for the use of it. When, in
the progress of society, land of the second degree
of fertility is taken into cultivation, rent com-
mences on that of the first quality, and the amount
of that rent will depend on the differ 14ce in the
quality of these two portions of land,

The reasoning behind this rent theory can be simplified

by a common example as follows:

Suppose that three grades of land, with an equal
employment of capital and labor, yield a net produce
of 100, 90, and 50 quarters of corn. So long as the
first only is cultivated, there will be no rent; with
resort to the second quality of land, a rent equivalent
to 10 quarters will appear on the first grade, since
there can only be one price in the market, and that
price must be such as to enable farming to make ends
meet with a yield of 90 quarters. So with the descent
to the third quality land, the no-rent land will now
be that which yields 80 quarters; the previous marginal

13Mark Blaug, Ricardian Economics (New Haven, Connecticut,
1958), p. 12.

1tRicardo, Principles of Political Economy and Taxation,
p. 35.
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land will yield a rent of 10 quarters, and the rent
of 10 quarters hitherto payable on the highest quality
of land will rise to 20 quarters.15

This, of course, will continue for each further step in exten-

sive cultivation.

According to the Ricardian doctrine rent will also arise

when there is intensive cultivation. The basic tenet in rela-

tion to the intensive margin was diminishings returns, Again,

Suppose that a given amount of capital and labor pro-
duces on the best land one hundred quarters of wheat,
and that doubling the capital and labor would produce
eighty-five additional quarters. The additional invest-
ment would be made in case land of the next lower
quality would not produce eighty-five quarters if
the same amount of capital and labor were applied to
it. In this case, the landlord would receive the
difference between the products of the two units of
capital and labor invested, or fifteen quarters,16

Ricardo, therefore, establishes that rent will be created by

either the extensive or intensive margin since rent "invariably

proceeds from the employment of an additional quantity of

labour with a proportionally less return."1 7

The surplus analysis of Ricardo can be shown in a diagram

that incorporates marginal and average product curves. Since

diminishing returns are a constant fact in either extensive

or intensive cultivation, the marginal and average product

curves will be falling over the range of capital-labor fac-

tors. In figure 1, if OA of the variable factors is applied

15 Gray, The Develent of Economic Tho p. 164.
16Haney, History of Economic Th p. 295.

17 Ricardo, Prin les of Political Economy and Taxation,
P. 37.
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Fig. 1--Ricardo's rent analysis*

*Mark Blaug, Economic Thr in Ret ect (Homewood,
Illinois, 1968) eptH e
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to the fixed supply of land it will have a marginal pro-

ductivity of OB, 8 However, since the total product at

the level of OA variable input is equal to the area under

the marginal product curve, then clearly a surplus accrues

to those variable inputs preceding the input OA. This

surplus was, according to Ricardo, the amount of rent that

was given to the landlords due to the fact that it was an

amount in excess of what the cultivator paid for wages and

kept as profits,

The importance of the Ricardian Rent Doctrine lies in

the fact that it establishes a marginal productivity analysis

in scientific terms and extracts from that analysis a clear

and precise concept of a surplus. Since Ricardo assumed

that competition would exist his analysis leads directly

to an equalization of the marginal productivity of the

composite capital and labor factors on all units of land.

In as much as there is uniformity of price under conditions

of perfect competition, "price is therefore determined by

the cost of those who continue to produce under the most

unfavorable circumstances and there will be a surplus in the

case of those who produce under better conditions."1 9 Ricardo

states,

The exchangeable value of all commodities, whether
they be manufactured, or the produce of the mines,
or the produce of land, is always regulated, not
by the less quantity of labour that will suffice

1 8 Blaug, Economic The2yin Retro p. 92,
19Gray, The Development of Economic Tho , pp, 164-165,
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for their production under circumstances highly
favorable, and exclusively enjoyed by those who
have peculiar facilities of production; but by the
greater quantity of labour necessarily bestowed
on their production by those who have no such facil-
ities; b: those who continue to produce them under
the most unfavorable circumstances.20

Therefore, the Ricardian theory of rent can be summarized

by the simple statement "that if there is (as there must

be) uniformity of price in the market, then whenever two

identical commodities are produced at different costs, a

surplus will accrue on that which is produced under more

favorable conditions." 21

The Neo-Classical Analysis

The Classical writers under the influence of David

Ricardo had established a concept of surplus that originated

in the theory of rent. The surplus was the portion of

return above the profit and wages that accrued to the land-

lord. This notion of surplus, therefore, was based upon an

idea of a producer's surplus. It was through the cultivation

of land (or production of produce) that a surplus arose,

The notion of a surplus that would accrue to the consumer

had escaped the classical analysis.

Dupuit's Ana is

It was not until 1844 that the notion of a consumer's

surplus surfaced in economic literature, In that year a

2 Ricardo, Principles of Political Econom and Taxation,
p. 37.

21 Gray, The Development of Economic Thought, p. 165.
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French economist-engineer named Jules Dupuit wrote an article

entitled "On the Measurement of the Utility of Public Works"22

which was supposed to have been taken from a much larger work

entitled Political Econ Applied to Public Works, The

larger text was never published but the smaller article

created a substantial impact upon economic thinking, Alfred

Marshall was, in later years, to make mention of the pio-

neering work done by Dupuit concerning the concept of con-

sumer's surplus.

Dupuit's article concerned the utility derived from

public works projects and the methodology of measurement of

this utility. He states in his opening sentence, "Legis.

lators have prescribed the formalities necessary for certain

works to be declared of public utility; political economy

has not yet defined in any precise manner the conditions

which these works must fulfil in order to be really useful." 23

Dupuit's analysis, therefore, was concerned with the estab-

lishment of "the conditions" by which a public works project

could be judged worthwhile. It is these conditions that

become of great value in the decisions concerning the validity

of public works projects for, as Dupuit states, "the law ought

merely to confirm the facts demonstrated by political eco-

nomy,"24

22 Jules Dupuit, "On the Measurement of the Utility of
Public Works," in A. E. A. Readings in Welfare Economics
edited by Kenneth TWWF5W anidTihor~Tcitovsky (Homewod',
Illinois, 1969), pp. 255-283,

23 Ibid., p. 255, 24Ibid., p. 255,
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Dupuit's analysis begins by ascertaining just what is

meant by the term "utility,." He distinguishes between the

concepts of value-in-use and value-in-exchange and notes

that, following the precedent of Adam Smith, utility is

synonymous with value-in-use. Dupuit states,

We shall merely recall that the distinction which
we are expounding is to be found in Doctor Smith,
who recognizes two values in an object--its value-
in-use, which is its utility as we understand it,
the value to him who has a need to consume the
product; and its value-in-exchange, which is the
value of the same product to him who has a need
to sell it,25

Using this definition of the concept of utility, Dupuit

immediately attacks a definition of utility by Jean Say.

Dupuit quotes Say from his Traite d'Economie Poltqu but

never gives precise information on where the passages can

be found. Throughout Dupuit's article Say is repeatedly

the target for criticism of the existing theories of public

utility, According to Dupuit, Say is quoted, "Utility,

thus understood, is the basis of the demand for products

and consequently of their value. But this value does not

exceed the cost of production, for beyond this amount it

will pay anyone who needs a product to make it himself," 26

Dupuit immediately rejects this definition as one which could

lead to "grave errors" and gives an example for his supporting

evidence, If one were to analyze the worth (utility) of all

French roads by J. B. Say's definition, then an equalization

25Ibid., p. 259. 26Ibid, p. 256.
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could be made between the prices paid by society for the

use of the roads and the total value of the roads to society.

Using Dupuit's example, if society paid 500 million per

annum for the use of the roads, then, "their utility is

500 million; society would not give up this sum if it did

not receive an equivalent satisfaction."27  This process of

analysis has, however, a fundamental error upon which Dupuit

bases his criticism. According to Dupuit's example,

Let us suppose the introduction of some improvement
in the means of transport. . . that results in a
fall in costs by one-half, so that the same services
for which society paid 500 million, will now be
rendered for 250. Is it to be concluded that the
roads are now only half as useful, as the principles
set out above would require us to do?28

Dupuit then makes what is the first suggestion of the con-

cept of consuer's surplus by stating, "If society is paying

500 million for the services rendered by the road, that only

proves one thing--that their utility is at least 500 million.

But it may be a hundred times or a thousand times greater;

we are left in ignorance of this."2 9

Having established that the utility of a good can be

(and usually is) in excess of the price paid for the good,

Dupuit continued with his analysis of the benefits derived

from public goods, He created demand and utility curves

and from them showed how society received excess "relative

utility," a concept that was to become synonymous with

Marshall's consumer surplus. The basic assumption of his

27 1bid, 2 8Ibid. 29Ibid.
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geometrical presentation of a marginal utility curve for

a public good was that the state charge the maximum price

for each additional unit of the good, thereby, lowering

the charge as demand expands. Therefore,

In this way total receipts from the service [good)
are equal to the whole area under the demand curve;
in utility terms, the total benefit from the exist-
ence of the facility is measured by the area under
the marginal utility curve. The "relative utility,"
or what Marshall called the consumers' surplus, is
equal to the excess of total utility over marginal
utility, multiplied by the number of units of the
service.30

This, of course, was a simple measure of the area under the

demand curve above the price-quantity rectangle,

Figure 2 is a reproduction of Dupuit's graph. It should

be noted that price is measured on the horizontal axis and

quantity on the vertical axis, a transposition of the normal

price-quantity curve in modern economics. If Orcnp units

are purchased at a price Op=rn, then,

the absolute utility of the np articles to the
consumer is the mixtilinear trapezium Ornp. The
relative utility is arrived at by substracting
the costs of production, shown as the rectangle
rnp0, which leaves the triangle npP; this . ,o,
is the utility remaining to the consumers gf the
np articles after they have paid for them.-)t

Dupuit also showed how there could be a gain in relative

utility by a lowering of the price. If, instead of the

original price being Op, it was Op', the reduction in price

to O p'would expand the relative utility triangle above the

30Blaug, Economic The in Retrosect, p. 322,

31Dupuit, "On the Measurement of the Utility of Public
Works," p. 281,
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price-quantity rectangle by the area of the triangle nqn'.

This would be representative of the gain in consumer's

surplus through a price reduction of the public good,

The essence of Dupuit's analysis is formulated in his

statement, "political economy has to take as the measure

of the utility of an object the maximum sacrifice which

each consumer would be willing to make in order to acquire

the object4"3 2 This definition is practically the same as

Marshall's definition of the concept of consumer's surplus.

There are, however, differences in the two concepts, It is

important to remember that Marshall was building upon the

groundwork already laid by Dupuit. Dupuit's concept, there-

fore, is somewhat crude in relation to Marshall's for Dupuit

assumes no problem in the measurability of different utilities

and the sticky question of the interpersonal comparisons of

utility. Nevertheless, Dupuit's work was influential in the

development of the Marshalliah analysis, to which we now turn.

Marshallian Surplus Analysis

The concept of consumer's surplus is integrated into the

main body of economic analysis in the writings of Alfred

Marshall. While Dupuit had identified the difference between

price and utility, Marshall begins the first scientific

investigation of the concept. It is through Marshall's

important work that the modern interpretation of consumer's

surplus began to be formulated.

32 Ibid., p. 262.
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Marshall began his analysis of the concept in Book

III, Chapter VI, of his Principles of Economics. Consumer's

surplus is defined as, "the excess of the price which he

would be willing to pay rather than go without the thing,

over that which he actually does pay." 
33 This definition

is obviously closely related to the definition of "relative

utility" given earlier by Dupuit. 4 According to Marshall,

a consumer derives a surplus of satisfaction in his purchases

of goods due to the milieu which surrounds him. He states,

"this benefit, which he gets from purchasing at a low price

things for which he would rather pay a high price than go

without them, may be called the benefit which he derives

from his opportunities, or from his environment."3 5

Marshall's analysis of consumer's surplus is based upon

a list of demand prices for a good which is reflective of

the marginal utility of each unit of the good. A downward

movement along the demand curve, therefore, represents

diminishing marginal utility. Marshall makes the assumption

that the marginal utility of money, which, of course, is

33 Alfred Marshall, Principles of Economics, 9th ed.
(New York, 1961), p. 124.

341t is interesting to note that in the first three edi-
tions of Principles Marshall used the term consumers' rent
but in the fourth and following editions he applies the term
consumer's surplus. (Note the change in the apostrophe.)
Also, the following footnote was attached to the term consumerst
rent in the first edition; "the following account of Consumers'
Rent is reproduced with slight alterations from some papers
printed for private circulation in 1879." The reference is
to the Pure Theory of Domestic Values, pp. 20-24,

35Marshall, Principles of Economics, pp. 124-125.
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the measuring rod of the good, is constant, He states,

S* by far the greater number of the events with
which economics deals, affect in about equal pro-
portions all the different classes of society; so
that if the money measures of the happiness caused
by two events are equal, there is not in general
any very great difference between pthe amounts of
the happiness in the two cases,3

With a constant MU of money, the Marshallian measure of

consumer's surplus can be quickly derived from the demand

curve, Using a graph similar to Marshall's, along the horizon-

tal axis Ox (see figure 3) the amount of the good purchased

is OH at a price equal to HA, The total area under the demand

Curve, ODAH, is equal to the aggregate utility of all units

of the good purchased since with each successive units of

the good the demand curve represents the respective maximum

marginal utilities of each unit. However, the price paid for

Oi units is equal only to the price-quantity rectangle OCAH,

This leaves the curvilinear triangle DCA which shows an

excess of utility derived from OH units over the price paid

for that quantity. This triangle, therefore, becomes the

Marshallian measure of consumer's surplus,

It is crucial for a correct understanding of the Marshal-

lian analysis to identify between what Hla Myint calls the

"absolute and relative" measures of consumer's surplus.

This distinction is basically a separation of a general

consumer's surplus, which is calculated in a given situation

or using Marshall's terminology "environment," and a partial

3bidop, 131.
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*R, K, Aimey, "Toward a Clearer Understanding of Con-
sumer's Surplus and its Relationship to Economic Externalities,
unpublished essay, Department of Economics, North Texas State
Univeristy, 1973, p. 5.
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consumer's surplus, which is measured as a change from one

situation to another. Marshall's use of the concept is

sometimes confusing for he seems at times to switch the

use of the term from a general to a partial adaptation.

For instance, Marshall states,

This benefit, which he gets from purchasing at a
low price things for which he would rather pay a
high price than go without them, may be called the
benefit which he derives from his opportunities,
or from his environment; or, to recur to a word
that was in comm n use a few generations ago, fromhis conjunctureT3

It seems evident from this statement that Marshall is relating

the concept to that measurement of a general surplus, that is,
excess utility derived from a given functional milieu.

Regarding the statement of Marshall's quoted above, Myint

states, "If this means that the benefit accrues from a

given institutional framework as it stands, the surpluses

would be in the nature of absolute magnitudes." 38 Marshall

quickly abandoned the idea of a general surplus, however,

when he introduced his famous example of how consumer's

surplus is derived in regard to the purchase of tea.3 9 In

this example the surplus is calculated by comparing total

utilities derived from the purchase of tea to the price paid

for the tea. As the price falls the surplus is increased

37 Ibid., p. 125.

38 6 HlaMyint, Theories of Welfare Economics (New York,
1962), p.E143.,t

marshall, Pritcile of Economics, pp. 125-127#
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and vice versa, The important thing about this example is

the emphasis on a partial analysis, that is, the change in

the surplus magnitude in relation to a change in price while

all other variables in the environment remain constant.

Marshall further states that; "the demand prices of each

commodity, on which our estimates of its total utility and

consumers' surplus are based, assume that other things remain

equal, while its price rises to scarcity value."140 Marshall

foresaw the problems of a general surplus analysis evidenced

by the following statement;

But the task of adding together the total utilities
of all commodities, so as to obtain the aggregate
of the total utility of all wealth, is beyond the
range of any but the most elaborate mathematical
formulae, ..w . even if the task be theoretically
feasible, the result would be encumbered by s
many hypotheses as to be practically useless, 4

Recognizing consumer's surplus as a partial equilibrium

tool is of utmost importance in understanding not only

Marshall's treatment of the concept but the modern refor-

mulations of the theory which will follow. Myint emphasizes

this quite clearly by stating,

The partial surplus analysis is not concerned with
the economic welfare of the community as it stands
in a given situation; it is concerned with the net
changes in economic welfare due to given changes
in particular sectors of the economic system, thp
rest of the system being assumed to be constant.42

Simply stated,

40Ibid.,p. 131. 4Ibid.

Myint, Theories of Welfare Economics, p. 147.
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We are concerned with the gain or loss to indivi-
duals due to a movement from one situation where
they can buy or sell a particular commodity (or
service) at a given price to another situation
where they can only buy or sell it at a different
price or may be deprived of the opportunity of
buying or selling it altogether, 4

The problem of a general versus a partial equilibrium

analysis was not the only problem to be found in Marshall's

theory. There was a crucial problem centering around

assumptions Marshall had made prior to his analysis.

Marshall's critics focused on these assumptions, especially

the constant marginal utility of money assumption, It

was here that Sir John Hicks and A. M. Henderson criticized

Marshall's theory and it was from the dropping of this

assumption that the modern reformulations of the concept

were born. While Marshall could be criticized for incon-

sistency in his treatment of general versus partial analysis

no such charge can be leveled at his basic assumptions.

Instead the criticism was aimed at a major theoretical flaw

which made the theory vulnerable,

The problem begins by Marshall's assumption in his

analysis of a constant marginal utility of money, A

constant marginal utility of money infers the absence of

degrees of utility by separate individuals. What emerges

is the sine a~a non of Marshall's theory of consumer's

surplus, Marshall's analysis quite easily dispenses with

any form of income effect due to the very fact that without

Ibid,
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divergent degrees of utility there can be no income effect

of a price change in relation to changes in welfare. All

that becomes measurable under Marshall's analysis is the

simple substitution effect due to a change in an indivi-

dual's welfare status. It is the absence of any form of

income effect that weakens the Marshallian analysis to

the point where it stands on very narrow ground.

The critical weakness in Marshall's work on surplus

concept can be seen graphically with the aid of indifference

curves, Under the assumption of a constant marginal

utility o f money a graph can be drawn representing money

(instead of utils) on the vertical axis and good X on the

horizontal axis, The individual is assumed to have a given

amount of money (O) and is faced with a certain budget-

constraint line (MG) which defines the amount of good X

which the consumer will purchase. Since the individual

maximizes his utility in relation to the budget-constraint

he will purchase the amount of good X that will place him

on his highest indifference curve tangent to the line

(MG), This can be seen In figure 4 at point A, which

corresponds to the amount of OQ, of good X., In other

words, the individual, faced with the budget-constraint

of MG, will purchase OQ of good X which places him on

indifference curve I , the highest obtainable for the

14The following analysis is based upon Blaug's analysis
of the same problem in Economic Theory in Retrospect, pp. 362-
366.
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given budget-constraint, In order to receive QQ=AQ1 of

good X the individual had to give up SA of his money income.

Under the assumption of constant marginal utility of

money all indifference curves on the indifference map will

be parallel, This is due to the fact that the marginal

rate of substitution between money and good X (MRS= MU)

is equal at all levels of money. Therefore, along any

vertical plane in the graph the lx is proportional giving
y

a constant 4RS. A constant MRS means "at any given quantity

of X, the MRS of every indifference curve is equal to Px:

the system of indifference curves are equal to Pi in the

price-quantity plane,." By looking at the lower graph in
figure 1, therefore, the quantity of q can be traced to the

point L on the uncompensated demand curve which corresponds

to the price 1 , If, in the upper graph, the price of X

dropped to the budget-constraint line of MG', a new indif-

ference curve (2) would be reached and a new price could

be traced to the demand curve equal to P2'
Now according to Marshall's analysis, the consumer's

surplus derIved by the individual is equal to the price paid

for the good compared to what he would have paid to retain

the right to purchase the good. At the quantity Q1 the

individual spent SA of his money, however, he would have

spent SE for this would have left him on the same indifference

curve (I3) which corresponds to OM of money and no purchase

45 Ibid, P. 364,
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of A. The consumer's surplus is, therefore, equal to the

distance of AE, The same is true in the second situation

where the surplus is equal to BF. These surpluses can be

read of the price-quantity plane in the same manner,

DP L=AE and DP 2K=BF, The shaded area P 1 KP2 is equal to

the change in the surplus due to a lower price of good X.

The weakness of Marshall's analysis can be seen when

the assumption of a constant marginal utility of money is

dropped. Once this is done, the indifference curves no

longer lie in a parallel fashion but instead may have

steeper slopes as money is increased. This represents

diminishing marginal utility of money. In that case the

denominator (LUy) decreases giving a larger MRS for each

successive indifference curve. The results are that each

indifference curve now has a corresponding MRS curve.

Looking at figure 5, it can be seen that indifference curves

i, I2, and I have corresponding MRS curves of Ml, M2, and

M 30 (The MRS curves have been drawn as straight parallel

lines only to simplify the graph). Since the MRS is equal

to the slope of the indifference curve at its point of

tangency, it is possible to determine the P. on the price-

quantity plane by relating it to the MRS of each indifference

curve, Therefore, at the quantity of Oq of good X the

price is equal to P2 for it is at this point that P2 equals

the MRS curve M2 t the %0 quantity. Likewise, at 0Q

quantity, the MRS curve M is equal to the price P and M
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is equal to the price Pi at zero quantity. By connecting

these price-quantity intersection, therefore, a demand curve

can be traced out (DD).

Tnhe inadequacy of Marshall's analysis can now be seen.

The surplus in figure 5 is HL at quantity OQ while the money

expenditure is equal to WTI to obtain this amount of the good.

These figures correspond to the areas of OPFQ which is

the amount the individual would be willing to pay for good

X rather than go without and OP RQI which is the price-quantity

rectangle corresponding to the distance MH in the upper graph,

that is, the amount of expenditure actually paid for the

quantity OQ I If the smaller shaded area ERF is now sub-

tracted from the larger shaded area Pw1P the remaining area

is obviously less than the triangle under the demand curve,

P hY2, The results, therefore, is that the Marshallian mea-

sure (the simple area of the triangle under the demand curve)

overstates the amount of the true surplus due to the absence

of any recognition of a positive real income effect.



CHAPTER III

t0DER'N DEVELOPMENT OF CONSUMER'S SURPLUS

Marshals re-introduction of consumer's surplus lead

to a continued controversy for years, The concept was fairly

new in the field of demand theory and so it naturally pro-

voked extensive investigation, By the 1940's, a rowing

number of economists had engaged in a series of refinements

of the original Narshallian measure. Marshall's tools were

recognized as ineffective in establishing a precise measure

of welfare change, This led to a continual investigation

of the concept and how it could be more precisely defined

in order to reflect an accurate description of the -change

in welfare. The first in the series of these investigations

appeared in February, 1941, in an article entitled "The

Rehabilitation of Consumers' Surplus" by Sir John R. Hicks.

It was in this article that the modern reformulation of

IMarshall's concept begins, and to which we now turn.

The Hicksian Analysis

$ir John R. Hicks was the first economist to try to

f'nd the proper reformulation for the consumer's surplus

concept, His initial inquiry into the subject actually began

in his book Value and Capital published in 1939. In an appendix

36
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to the chapter on the law of consumer's demand, 1 Hicks

criticizes the Marshallian analysis for its absence of an

income effect, He points out that due to this error, the

Marshallian measure will be somewhat overestimated. It is

also in this appendix that Hicks first uses the term "com-

pensating variation" in relation to the measure of consumer's

surplus, This form of measurement lays the basis for Hicks'

more in-depth and informative analysis of the concept begin-

ning with the aforementioned "The Rehabilitation of Consumers'

Surplus," followed by "The Four Consumer's Surpluses,"

published in 1943, and "The Generalised Theory of Consumer's

Surplus," published in 1946. Hicks summarized his devel-

opments in the field of consumer's surplus along with other

important developments by fellow economists relating to the

subject in his book entitled, A Revision of DemandTheory

published in 1956, By this time, little was left of the

original Marshallian measure of the area under the demand

curve that lies above the price-quantity rectangle.

Hicks began his restructuring of consumer's surplus by

defining the concept in money terms, He states,

the individual consumer' s surplus, derived from the
purchase of a certain amount of a particular com-
modity, is the amount of money which that individual
would have to lose in order to leave him as badly
off as he would be left if he lost th opportunity
to purchase the commodity altogether,

1John R. Hicks, Value and Capital (Oxford, 1939),
pp. 38-41,

2John P. Hicks, "The Rehabilitation of Consumers' Sur-
plus," The Review of Economic Studies, VIII (1940-41), p. 110,
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He then expanded the concept by stating, "The collective

consumers' surplus is the amount of money which the con-

sumers as a body would have to lose in order to make each

of them as badly off as he would be if the commodity dis-

appeared." 3 Thus, the term "compensating variation" was

coined.

The compensating variation can be measured graphically

as in figure 6. If we use indifference curves, as Hicks

did, to measure the compensating variation we can easily

determine the amount of money the individual would be

willing to pay in order to have the opportunity to buy

the good in question. In figure 6, money is measured on

the verticle axis and good X is measured on the horizontal

axis. The individual has a money income of OM, of which,

he chooses to spend the amount FP to acquire ON of good X.

This expenditure leaves him on indifference curve II. The

difference between the Marshallian measure and the Hicksian

measure can be quickly seen, Marshall's consumer surplus

would be equal to PR because

If the individual had spent FR in buying ON of X
he would have been just as well off as if the
commodity had not been available, whereas in fact
he has only had to spend FP on it; the difference
between what he would have been prepared to pay
and what he actually does pay is thus PR.4

3lbid.

Alexander Henderson, ."Consumer's Surplus and the Com-
pensating Variation," The Review of Economic Studies, VIII
(1940-41), 118.
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Hicks' compensating variation differs from the Marshallian

measure, however. In asking what amount of money the indi-

vidual would be willing to pay to have the right to purchase

X a new price-line A2P is drawn parallel to the old price-

line MP". This new line is tangent to indifference curve

12 at point (i. The individual is now faced with the

situation of receiving OA2 of money income with the right

to purchase X or OM of money income but denied the right

to purchase the good. Both situations will leave the indi-

vidual on indifference curve 12. The compensating variation

istherefore, equal to MA2 , the amount of income that will

be given up for the right to purchase good X. It should be

noted, also, that the Marshallian measure will be smaller

than the compensating variation, "Unless Q and R coincide--

which could only occur if the slope of 12 at P is -equal to

the slope of I, at R, that is, if the marginal rate of sub-

stitution between X and money is unchanged by a reduction

of income.?"5

In Alexander Henderson's article "Consumer's Surplus

and the Compensating Variation," he point out the fact that

the compensating variation may differ in size according to

whether a measure is taken of the amount of money given up

for the right to purchase or the amount of money given to

the individual for the abandonment of the purchase. According

to Henderson,

.5 lbid.P
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*Alexander Henderson, "Consumer's Surplus and the Com-
pensatint Variation," The Review of Economic Studies, VIII
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The difference between the two is represented by
the movement along 12 from M or along I from P.
The sugiective satisfaction is, naturally, thesame, but its expression in terms of money incomeis different since the significance of money variesaccording as to whether we take M or P as the
starting point. 6

If the individual is currently purchasing ON units of X and

is at point P on I, then the compensating variation which
will leave the individual no worse off if he is denied the

right to purchase X will be MA1, This variation will leave

the individual on indifference curve II, therefore, no
worse off than when he was at P. The size of MA1 will

exceed the Marshallian measure of PR due to the fact that
as income increases diminishing utility of income requires

more income to compensate for the loss of a unit of good X.
Henderson also examines the case of a gain or loss in

consumer's surplus resulting from a price change. Again,
using the same graph that he used, the Marshallian measure
and the compensating variation for both a rise in price and
fall in price can be seen in figure 7. According to Henderson,

OA is the individual's income and P1 the initialprice line. It is required to find the increaseof consumer's surplus following a fall of priceto P2, the consumption increasing from GM1 to OM2 0The Marshallian consumer's surplus is CD and thecompensating variation AA2., . . on the other handthe loss of consumer's surplus, if the price risesfrom P2 to Pl, can be measured by BE (the Marshallianconsumer's surplus) or AA (the compensating variation).7

What is of crucial importance about the above statement is
that Henderson identifies four separate measures of consumer's

6ib d., p. 119 iLbid., pp. 119-120.
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surplus compared to the one compensating variation measure

which Hicks introduced in the "Rehabilation" article.

In 1943 Hicks re-evaluated his analysis of consumer's

surplus in an article entitled "The Four Consumer's Surplus."

It was in this article that Hicks takes notes of the cor-

rections made by Henderson in his 1941 article. Hicks

prepares an analysis based upon marginal valuations which

establishes the now updated four measures; the two income

variations of Hicks himself and the two Marshallian measures.

He begins the article with an apology to his readers if

his work in the area of consumer's surplus is becoming

somewhat of a serial. Hicks abandons the use of indifference

curves in the article and, instead, adopts the marginal

valuation curves as the instrument of analysis. According

to Hicks, "This presentation is inferior to the indifference

curve presentation, for purposes of general (equilibrium

or optimum)theory; but for purposes of partial analysis it

is considerably more convenient."

The marginal valuation analysis begins by establishing

the marginal valuation to the individual for each unit of

the good, "the price at he is just on the edge of purchasing." 9

The marginal valuation of the first unit is then determinate

according to the price that will just induce the individual

8 John P. Hicks, "The Four Consumer's Surpluses,"
he Review of Economic Studies, XI (1944), p. 31,

9 Ibid,
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to purchase the first unit. However, as Hicks was quick

to point out, the price paid for the first unit will have

a direct effect on the marginal valuation of the second

unit. Hicks states, "If the first unit has been acquired

very cheaply, the consumer will be better off (he will have

more to spend) than he would have been if he had been made

to pay through the nose for the first unit."1 0 This is true

for each unit for once the price is paid on a preceding unit

the marginal valuation is then set on the following unit.

Therefore, "if we suppose that the commodity has a given

market price, the marginal valuations of all units are

determined.

If there is a given market price then it becomes apparent

that the consumer will purchase all units of a good whose

marginal valuations exceed the market price of the good.

Using Hicks' graph the price of the good is plotted on the

vertical axis while quantity is plotted on the horizontal

axis. The marginal valuation curve AV shows that at a price

OH there will be HP units bought for the price OH is just

equal to the marginal valuation at P. All units prior to P

have a marginal valuation exceeding the price and those beyond

P have marginal valuations less than the market price. Due

to the income effect which allows the consumer more (or less)

money to spend after the first unit, a fall in the price will

shift the marginal valuation curve upward while an increase

Ibid, Ibid.,P32.
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in the price would have an opposite effect. In figure 8

a fall in price has shifted the marginal valuation curve

from AV to Av. This fall in price creates a change in

consumer's surplus. The problem is how to measure this

change.

The first measurement Hicks analyzes is that called

the "compensating variation," the same measurement he used

in Value and Cayital. The compensating variation is thus

defined as "the loss of income which, if experienced while

the price is at Oh, would make him as badly off as he is

with his actual income while the price is at OH."12  In

order to precisely measure this loss of income we move from

OH to Oh in an incremental manner so that each drop in price

induces a single response in terms of quantity purchased.

Then, according to Hicks,

The path which will be followed will be HPC and
C must lie between Q and p, since at C the consumer
is better of f than he would have been if he hadbeen compelled to purchase the extra units at thehigher price OH . . . but worse off than if he
h een allowed to purchase all units at the price

At C, however, the consumer is just as well off as he was at

P due to the fact that the price paid for each successive

unit was equal -to his marginal valuation of that unit. Yet,

even though he purchased a unit at Oh price he paid a higher

price for the preceding units, the total of these higher

prices being measured by the area HPCh. According to Hicks,

12 b p. 33
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therefore, "He is thus in identically the same position

as if the price had been at Oh throughout, but he had lost

an amount of money income equal to the area of this figure."14

This area is the compensating variation for it is "the amount

of income he would have to lose in order to offset the gain

due to the fall in price."15

Hicks quickly distinguishes the fact that the compensating

variation will differ according to whether a rise in price

or a fall in price' is being considered, He points out,

however, that an "upward" compensating variation can be

associated with a fall as well as a rise in price. This

"upward" compensating variation he renames the "equivalent

variation" and defines as "the gain in incone which, if

experienced without the price falling, would make the con-

sumer as much better off as he is made by the fall in price

without a change in money income."16 (It should be noted that

the equivalent and compensating variations will exchange

places when the emphasis is switched from a fall to a rise

in price.)

The equivalent variation can be measured in figure 8 in

the following manner. Starting at point p, we can trace out

a curve pE which represents prices on each successive unit

which would make the consumer sacrifice that particular unit.

Note that at position E the consumer is just as well off as

he was at p due to the fact that the price he received for

"4 15 16ibid., pp. 34-35.
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his sacrifice of each unit was equal to that unit's mar-

ginal valuation. At E, however, his marginal valuation

is equal to the price OH. But, according to Hicks, the

consumer has "acquired his HE units at a total cost much

lower than he would have acquired them if -he had paid a

price OH for each unit."1 7 The area which is equal to this

savings in income is HEph and this is the equivalent varia-

tion.

After having established the variation above, Hicks

makes a further refinement. This division of the two varia-

tions was brought about by the criticism of the Henderson

article stated above. Hicks defines the price-compensating

variation as "the change in income required to offset the

fall in price"1 8 and it is to this the foregoing analysis

was related, He also defined the term quantity-compensating

variation as "the change in income required to offset the

rise in quantity acquired."1 9 The latter was the Marshallian

measure which Henderson pointed out in his article.

To measure the quantity-compensating variation the line

PC in figure 8 is continued till it reaches point M which

lies on a vertical ordinate through point p. The consumer

is just as well off at M as at P yet he has the same quan-

tity as at point p. Therefore, the consumers lose an amount

of income equal to HPCh yet gained an amount equal to the

triangle CpM. This is due to the fact that for units from

17pbid. 35 181bido 19 Ibid*
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C to M his marginal valuation exceeded the price. Therefore,

the quantity-compensating variation is the area HPCh minus

CpM.

There is also a distinction between the price-equivalent

variation, which was stated above, and the quantity-equiva-

lent variation. The latter can be measured in figure 8 by
extending the line pE to m which lies on an ordinate through

P. Hicks states, "At m he is as well off as he was at p,

although he has no more units of this commodity than at P;

but as compared with his position at P he has gained an

amount of spending power equal to the price-equivalent varia-

tion H'ph plus the triangle EmP."20 Therefore, it is the

sum of these two areas which measures the quantity-equiva-

lent variation,

The main distinction between the price variations and

the quantity variations is in the way the measurement is

viewed. For the price-compensating and price-equivalent

variations the proper methodological treatment is a "price

into quantity" theory. This means that the measurement of

those two variations should be viewed in terms of how a

price change effect consumption. The quantity-compensating

and quantity-equivalent variations, however, should be treated

as a "quantity into price" theory. In other words, what

effect upon price, or marginal valuation, do change in

quantity consumed have. Not identifying these separate

0bid, p. 36
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methodologies was the mistake Hicks made in his Value and

Capital. He, of course, corrected this error in his "Four

Consumer's Surpluses" article after having the error pointed

out by Henderson,

Hicks pointed out in his "Four Consumer's Surpluses"

article that the quantity variations were associated with

the Marshallian measure of changes in consumer's surplus

with, however, no assumption of constant utility of income

This is in fact as it should be for Marshall was concerned

with the change in surplus to the consumer for a given price

change relating to a specific quantity being consumed. The

price variations of Hicks allow, however, adjustments in

the quantity consumed. Therefore, in 1956 Hicks published

A Revision of Demand Theory which was an expanded analysis

of his demand theory in Value and Capital and in which he

elects to drop the names of quantity-compensating and

quantity-equivalent variations for the more correct compen-

sating consumer's surplus and equivalent consumer's surplus.

According to Hicks,

The difference between either of the two varia-
tions in income (compensating or equivalent) and the
corresponding consumer's surplus lies simply in this:
that in the first case the consumer is allowed to
adjust his consumption of the commodity X to the
change in income which is imposed upon him, so that
we consider his position after the adjustment has
been made; while in the second case we suppose the
change in income to occur after the quantity of X
to be consumer has already been decided, and we
consider his position before he makes any further
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adjustment in consumption as a result of the change
in his income.21

The two income variations and the two surpluses can be viewed

in a graph incorporating indifference curves just as they

were using marginal valuation curves. In figure 9, income

is measured on the vertical axis and good X on the hori-

zontal axis. The consumer has a money income equal to OM

and faced with the budget-constraint line M-P1, buys q of

X which places him at point A on indifference curve I. The

price is then decreased to M-P2 which, in turn, allows the

consumer to purchase q2 of X and move to point B on indif-

ference curve I2. The decrease in price has created a

real income effect on the consumer and the hypothetical

income variations measure this income effect in pecuniary

terms. The price-compensating variation measures "the amount

of a lump-sum tax which the consumer, after a reduction in

the price of X has caused him to purchase a larger quantity

of X at the lower price, would have to pay in order to be

pushed back to the same indifference level that he had

attained when he purchased a smaller quantity of X at the

higher price."22 This, of course, includes the qualification

that the consumer is allowed to readjust his purchases of X

after the tax, If this would have been a price increase the

2 1 John R. Hicks, A Revision of Demand Theory (Oxford,
1956), pp. 99-100. ~

2 Fritz Machlup, "Professor Hicks' Revision of Demand
Theory," American Economic Review, XLVIT(MTch,~T937),722.
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price-compensating variation would have been a subsidy.

In figure 9, the price-compensating variation is equal to

the difference between M and Cp, for the loss of this

amount of income would lower the consumer back to Il at

point C.

The price-equivalent variation in figure 9 is equal to

the distance between M and Ep. This measure is a lump-sum

subsidy the consumer would receive "in order to be lifted

up to the same indifference level that he would attain if

a reduction in the price of X caused him to purchase a larger

quantity of X at the lower price,"23 Again, this also assumes

that the consumer is allowed to readjust his purchases after

the subsidy. In the case of a price increase, the price-

equivalent variation becomes a tax which would lower the

individual to the indifference curve he would have attained

had there been a price increase.

The compensating surplus in figure 9 is the difference

between M and C5, This is the amount of tax the consumer

would have to pay after a price reduction to lower himself

to the original indifference level provided he is not allowed

to readjust his purchase of X. If, instead of a price reduc-

tion, there was a price increase the compensating surplus

would raise the consumer back to the higher indifference

curve he had previously been on provided, again, that after

the subsidy the consumer could not adjust his purchases.

23 Ibid,, p. 123,
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The equivalent surplus is the difference between M

and E. and is the amount of a subsidy the consumer should

be given in replacement for a price decrease given that

he can not readjust his purchases of X. Under terms of a

price increase the equivalent surplus becomes a tax replacing

the price increase and results in lowering the consumer to

the same indifference curve he would have attained with the

higher price yet not allowing him to readjust from his

original quantity purchased.

What in effect takes place then is there are four

measures, the price-compensating and price-equivalent varia.

tions and the compensating and equivalent surpluses. 1'hen

consideration changes from a price decrease to a price

increase the four measures will switch places such that the

price-compensating and price-equivalent measures change

place as does the compensating and equivalent surpluses,

The Laspeyres and Paasche Indexes

There remains two more hypothetical income variations.

These variations are generally known as the Laspeyres and

Paasche indexes even though they were originally discussed

in a 1915 article by the Russian economist Eugen Slutsky.2 4

Later, Paul Samuelson was to further the work of these "index

2 4Eugen E. Slutsky, "On the Theory of the Budget of theConsumer," in A, E. A, Readings in Price Theory, edited byGeorge J. Stigler and Kenneth E. Touldng(Homewood, Illinois,
1952), pp. 27-56.
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numbers" in relation to their measuring changes in welfare.25

What the Laspeyres and Paasche indexes assert to measure is

the real income change valued in pecuniary terms of a price

change.

Statistically speaking these index numbers are a "device

that attempts to measure the direction and degree of change

in a group of related variables."26  The measurement of

this change, however, is complicated by the fact of inter-

temporal changes in consumers' tastes and income which, in

effect, will change the consumers' marginal valuation of

units consumed. What can be measured is the change in

potential welfare that derives from changes in price.27

This potential welfare change can be measured by using

either the Laspeyres or Paasche measurements. The two

index numbers differ according to the base year that is

being used. The Paasche index "shows the weighted average

change in prices, using the quantities of the second year

as weights,'? 8  On the other hand, the Laspeyres index

25 Paul A. Samuelson, "Consumption Theorems in Terms
of Overcompensation Rather Than Indifference Comparisons,"
Economica, (February, 1953), pp. 1-9.

2James E. Hibdon, Price and Welfare Theory (New York
1969), p. 76.

I27 t should be noted that the Laspeyres and Paasche
"price indices" are employed here, not the "quantity indices"
of the same name.

2828Tibor Pcitovsky, Welfare and Competition (Homewood,
Illinois, 1971), p. 79.
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"shows the weighted average change in prices, using the

quantities of the first year as weights." 29  It would

seem clear that if two indices can be used to measure the

same phenomenon and both arrive at different conclusions

then there must exist some error. Both indices result in

some form of error which will be pointed out shortly,

Both the Laspeyres and Paasche indexes can be thought

of as cost differences, that is, income variations which

measure the change in potential welfare due to a price

change. Statistically, the Laspeyres index is measured by

the formula _+T -j0  )where the subscript "o" relates

to the base year and the subscript "I" to the given year.

What, in effect, the Laspeyres index measures is the ratio

off base year quantities valued at the given year prices to

the value of those quantities in the base year itself, This

ratio will tell something of the potential change in welfare

due to the change in prices from the base year to the given

year, Thus, the Laspeyres index shows "the change in poten-

tial welfare from the point of view of the community's

preferences in the first year,"1

Since the Laspeyres index measures the real income effect

of a price change using base year quantities it can be thought

of as the change in money income that would allow the con-

sumer to buy the original quantity of goods bought before

the price change at the new price. This measure can be seen

29Ibid., p. 80, Abid.
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in figure 10, If the consumer had a money income equal to

OA and was faced with the price line AB he would purchase

an amount of good X equal to the position of Q, which would

leave him on indifference curve II. If there was a price

decrease such that the price line became AB' then the Las.-

peyres measure of a lump-sum tax that would enable the

consumer to buy the old quantity (QI) at the new price

would be equal to the distance AL on the vertical axis.

Note that the hypothetical income variation line LL' would

allow purchase of Q, quantity at a price equal to the new

price line AB',

There is a further point of interest concerning the

Laspeyres index, In figure 10 it can be seen that the

Laspeyres measures cuts the indifference curve II on which

quantity Q1 lies, From this fact it can be deduced that

the hypothetical income variation equal to the Laspeyres

index (line LL' ) is going to be tangent to a higher indif-

ference curve than curve Ii. This means, therefore, that

the Laspeyres measure will leave the consumer on a higher

indifference curve. The Laspeyres index, thus, results in

an underestimation of the true income change of the price

decrease change due simply to the fact that the quantity

was restricted and the consumer could experience no sub-

stitution effect.

The Paasche index reverses the point of view from that

of the Laspeyres and, thus, shows "the change in potential
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welfare from the point of view of the community's preferences

in the second year."-31 That is, it uses the quantities

purchased in the second year as base weights and measures

the change in money income that would allow the consumer

to purchase the new quantity at the old price. Statistically,

the Paasche index is , where, again, the subscript

lo" refers to the base year and the subscript "1" to the

given year. The ratio of the Paasche index is the value of

the goods bought in the second year to the value of those

same goods priced at first year prices. Again refering to

figure 10, the Paasche index for a price decrease is equal

to the distance AP on the vertical axis. It can be seen that

the hypothetical income variation equal to the Paasche mea-

sure (line PP') would allow purchase of the new quantity Q2

(this is assuming, of course, a decrease in price) at a

price equal to the original price level of AB,

The Paasche index also results in error, except the

nature of this error is overestimation of the price decrease.

By looking at figure 10 it can be seen that the Paasche

measure intersects indifference curve 12, the indifference

curve which is achieved after the price decrease. This

means that the Paasche measure (PP') is tanment to a higher

indifference curve than 1, Therefore, if a subsidy equal

to the Paasche measure is given to the consumer instead of

a decrease in price the consumer will achieve a higher level

31Ibid.
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of welfare due to the subsidy than the level of welfare he

would have achieved with the price decrease. Thus, the

Paasche measure results in overestimation of the real

income change deriving from a price reduction.

Summation of Family of Hypothetical
Income Variations

The six measures of hypothetical income variations

discussed in thi' chapter can be summarized on one graph.

In figure 11 the two Hicksian measures, the two Marshallian

measures, and the Laspeyres and Paasche measures have been

combined so that the relationship of each measure to the

others can be seen, The graph assumes a price decrease,

however, a price increase could have been shown just as

easily by simply allowing each measure to switch place with

its related counterpart, i.e., the Hicksian price compen-

sating would become the price equivalent and vice verse,

In figure 11, the consumer has a money income equal

to OA, He is faced with a price-line or budget-constraint

line of AB and, in turn, purchases an amount of good X

equal to Q, or point G of line AB. The price of good X

is then decreased thereby shifting the price-line to AB'

and consumption to point H or Q2, The change in potential

welfare of the price decrease can be measured in the three

following ways. First, the price-compensating income varia-

tion of Hicks is equal to the distance between A and Cp.

This lump-sum loss of income would shift the consumer back
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to his original level of welfare (Il) at the same time

allowing him to readjust his purchases of good X. He

would move, therefore, from point H to point J or from Q2
to Q

The second measure, the Marshallian compensating

surplus, is equal to the distance between A and Mc. This

amount of loss of income by a lump-sum tax would allow the

consumer to buy the quantity purchased after the price

change yet at the original higher price.

The third measure, the Laspeyres cost difference, is

equal to the distance between A and L on the vertical axis.

T his is the amount of lump-sum tax that could be taken

away from the consumer in order that the consumer purchase

the original quantity of goods bought before the price

change at the new lower price.

The three equivalent measures, that is, income measures

that would equal the price change had the price decrease not

actually taken place, can be seen in the upper portion of

'he graph, , he first, Hicks' price-equivalent income varia-

tion, is equal to the distance AEp on the vertical axis. This

income variation, EEp', if given in the form of a subsidy

to the consumer instead of the lower price wouldraise the

consumer to the higher level of welfare (I2) that he would

have achieved with the price decrease. Since this measure

allows for a readjustment of the purchases of X, the consumer

would move from point G to point S or Q to Q 3.
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The Marshallian equivalent surplus is equal to the

distance AMe, This amount of subsidy would allow the

consumer to purchase his original amount of good X (Q1 )

at a price equal to the forgone lower price.

The third measure, the Paasche cost difference, is

equal to the distance AP. This amount of subsidy would

allow the consumer to purchase the quantity of good X that

he would have purchased at the forgone lower price (Q2) at

a price equal to the lower price.

Thus, in all, there are six different measures of income

variations for a price decrease and six for a price increase,

In the following chapter it will be shown how useful each

of these measures are in relation to analyzing ad hoc

application.



CHAPTER IV

MODERN AD HOC APPLICATIONS OF HYPOTHETICAL

INCOME VARIATIONS

The six measures of hypothetical income variations

analyzed in the last chapter are theoretical devices by

which the real income change of a price change can be mea-

sured. These measures can also be utilized in the analyzing

the substitution and income effects of a price change in

regard to changes in quantity purchased, The focus of

these separate effects is the change in quantity of a

good consumed due to a change in price and how much of

that change in quantity is due to a change in relative

prices and how much is due to a change in relative income.

These hypothetical income variations are also instrumental

in the development of the revealed preference theory of

demand. Finally, the income variations can be used as an

important instrument for governmental decision making in the

areas of taxation and public project analysis.

Income and Substitution Effects

It was shown in the last chapter that hypothetical

income variations could be employed as a tool to measure,

in pecuniary terms, the real income change resulting from

a price change. What the hypothetical income variation

can also do, however, is help divide this change in total

64
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quantity purchased into two separate parts. One part

relates to what is termed the substitution effect and the

other to what is termed the income effect, This division

of the change in quantity purchased is a result of what

happens, relatively speaking, to the consumer when there

is a change in price, The result is actually a change in

relative prices and relative income. For example, David

Winch states,

When the price of one commodity which a consumer
buys, rises, he usually buys less of it for two
reasons, In the first place other goods are now
relatively cheaper and to a certain extent he buys
these instead. This is known as the substitution
effect, In the second place the rise in the price
of one good, while other prices and his money in-
come remain the same, reduces his real income and
forces him to buy less in total, one of the goods
of which he buys less being the good the price of
which has increased, This is known as the income
effect.1

If there was a price decrease instead of a price increase

the good the price of which decreased would then become the

relatively cheaper good and, thus, substituted for the more

expensive goods. Also, the price reduction would have an

effect of an increase in the real income of the consumer

resulting in a greater quantity purchased of the good in

question (except for a very limited case which will be dis-

cussed later).

There are actually two separate methods by which the

substitution and income effect can be isolated. One method

1David M. Winch, "The Separation of Income and Substi-
tution Effects," Western Economic Journal, I (Summer, 1963),
1720
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corresponds to the Slutsky's quantity compensating and

equivalent hypothetical income variations or, what is the

same measure, the Laspeyres and Paasche indexes, while the

alternative method utilizes Hicks' price compensating and

equivalent income variations. Just as both methods gave

different evaluations of the total change in real income

from a price change so will their evaluations of the sub-

stitution and income effects differ, The advantage of the

Slutsky approach is empiricism while the advantage of the

Hicks approach is conceptuallity,

The Slutsky article, "On the Theory of the Budget of

2
the Consumer,". is the more empirically determinable. This

is because it relates to a verifiable quantity combination

of good X and other goods. Figure 12 shows the Slutsky

approach for isolating the substitution and income effect for

a price decrease using the Laspeyres measure. The consumer

is initially faced with a budget-constraint line F1AF and

an amount of income equal to OF1. Given that the consumer

is rational and attempts to maximize his utility he will

purchase an amount of good X1 equal to OA which places

him at point A on indifference curve I, the highest-obtain-

able indifference curve corresponding to the budget-constraint.

The consumer spends an amount of income equal to F1M to

obtain OA'of good X1 .

aEugen E. Slutsky, "On the Theory of the Budget of the
Consumer," Readings in Price Theor , edited by George Stigler
and Kenneth $9uldingHomewooT inois, 1952), pp. 27-56.
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Now, consider a drop in the price of good X1 which

results in shifting rightward the budget-constraint line

to a new position of F1ZBG1 . What the Slutsky variation

shows is,

if, either simultaneously with the price decrease
or after the consumer has attained the new equili-
brium position at point B at the new price of X ,
the consumer is taxed by an amount exactly equal
to the increase in spending power, he will, neverthe-
less, be purchasing more of X after the combined
tax and price decrease at poit L than he was
purchasing at the original position A.3

This increase in the total quantity purchased of X1 is due

to the fact that the tax only canceled the income effect of

the price decrease while the substitution effect remained.

The quantity compensating income variation (Laspeyres'

measure) corresponds to the line F2ALG2 in figure 12. This

hypothetical income variation is parallel with the new

budget-constraint line FZBG1 and, thus, is defined by

the new price of X1 in relation to X2. The tax, therefore,

is levied at a rate which is equal to the new price of X ,

The income variation intersects the original quantity of

X that was purchased (point A), this giving credence to

the fact that this measure is more empirically determinable.

However, by the very fact that it does intersect point A,

the income variation must also intersect indifference curve

Ii. Therefore,

if the consumer were subjected to such a tax, he
would nevertheless still increase his purchases

3H . T Liebhafsky, The Nature of Price T , rev. ed,
(Homewood, Illinois, 196T,7 7TP9T.
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of X beyond their level at A, because he could
still increase his total utility by substituting
X for X at the new price ratios even though all
o} the increase in spending power had been taken
away from him.4

Note that the hypothetical income variation F2ALG2 is tangent

to a higher indifference curve (13) than what was the original

level of welfare. Hypothetically then, the consumer would

move to position L on 15 and consume an amount of X equal

to OL .

The Slutsky version of the income and substitution effect

can now be read from the graph in figure 12. Theoretically,

the substitution effect is equal to the movement along the

horizontal axis from A to L . The income effect, on the

other hand, is equal to the distance L B . Note, however,

that there is a source of error in these measurements. This

is due to the fact that point L is definable only in relation

to its tangency with indifference curve 13 Indifference

curve I, though, is empirically undefinable. Where I3

actually lies is not determinable, therefore, the accuracy

of point L is questionable. An estimation of point L can

be made by assuming that the total change in income resulting

from the price decrease was spent on good X 1. Under this

assumption, the income effect would be equal to quotient of

the hypothetical income change divided by the price change,

Therefore, according to Professor Richard Armey, "In this

case, the hypothetical equilibrium on the hypothetical

idp.193.
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budget-constraint would lie on a horizontal hypothetical

income-consumption curve such as ICh4 15 Note that the

income effect, that is, the change in comsumption of Xj

from OL' to OB' is due entirely to a change in money

income measured by tie distance F F2, The price which the

consumer is faced with at point L and point B is exactly equal.

This is true due to the parallel nature of the two price

lines, FZBG and F2 ALG 2 . Therefore, the only difference

attributable to point L and point B is the difference of

the income effect.

A further point should be noted concerning the Slutsky

approach for isolating the income-effect. Since the assump-

tIon that the consumer would spend the total amount of in-

come change on good X1 is likely to be in error and, as

shown in the previous chapter, the Laspeyres measure results

itself in error, then the measure of the income effect is

also likely to be in error, What, in effect, is probable,

is that the income effect is overestimated while the sub-

stitution effect would be underestimated. According to

Armey,

Since the substitution effect change in quantity is
representative of the pure price-consumption behav-
ior and since the estimate that is made in the
first place is admittedly not very realistic (that
the consumer would have spent all of his ypo-
thetical change in income on good X1) it seems most
likely that the net error would be overestimation of
the income effect change in quantity.6

5Richard K. Armey, unpublished manuscript (Denton, Texas,
1975), p. 51.

6lbid., p. 52.
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Assuming for our purposes that the income effect is

equal to L' B1, then the substitution effect is equal to

A' L This is due entirely to a change in the price of

X1, Point A and point L which help define the substi-

tution effect lie on different price-lines, Point A is

defined by the price-line F1 AF while point L is related

to the price-line F2ALG2 . Thus, the change in consumption

from A' to L is attributable to the change in the ratio

of prices of X1 and X2 , This change in the ratio of prices

of the two goods allowed the consumer to substitute the

cheaper good, X1, for the relatively more expensive good,

X.. Therefore, the change in consumption from A' to L'

is due en tirely to the substitution effect,

The alternative method of measuring the substitution

and income effects is based upon the use of Hicksian income

variations. Assuming a price decrease in X1 relative to

X in figure 13, the substitution effect is then equal to

A' C' and the income effect equal to CB'. This is due to

the fact that the price compensating income variation F2CG

lowered the consumer back to his original level of welfare

on indifference curve I , Thus, the change from point C

to point B is due only to the hypothetical change in money

income. This difference between OC and OB is due entirely

to the income effect. On the other hand, only a difference

in the price of X1, defined by F1AF' and F2 0G2, created a

change in consumption of Xl from A' to C'. Since points
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A and C both lie on l there has not been a change in real

income, only a substitution of the cheaper for the more

expensive good,

It becomes clear in the foregoing analysis that a price

decrease in one good relative to all other goods will re-

sult in an expansion of total purchases of that good even

after a hypothetical income variation has been applied to

bring the consumer back to his original level of welfare.

This is true whether the Slutsky method or the Hicksian

method of taxing is used for both resulted in a final equi-

librium position that included more of good X1 than the

original equilibrium position, This will be true in every

case except for the limited event of an income effect that

is negative and absolutely larger than the substitution

effect. (This is the unusual case of an upward sloping

demand curve.) A negative income effect implies the assump-

tion of the ratio a Xi/&i) I < 0 which means that for a change

in income the consumer will actually consume less of X%.

This, however, is only determinable by empirical ovservation

"because we can only determine empirically whether people

will consume more, less, or the same amount of any given

commodity when their incomes increase while prices are un-

changed.,"7 The income effect can thus take on a positive,

negative, or neutral character.

7Lebhafsky, The Nature of Price Theory, p, 194,
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The substitution effect, however, is not quite so

ambiguous. According to Richard Armey,

The sign of the substitution effect is defined
in terms of change in quantity attributable to the
price-adjustment tendency relative to the change in
price. Since the price decreased and the substitution-
effect quantity increased, the sign of the substitu-
tion effect is negative. This is reflective of an
inverse relationship between changes in price and
quantity which is what is to be expect d in light
of the Law of Downward Sloping Demand.

Therefore, it can be expected that the sign of the substi-

tution effect is always negative, This is true if the good

is a normal or inferior good. On the other hand, the income

effect will be positive if it is a normal good and negative

if it is an inferior good. Therefore, the final results of

a normal good for a price decrease will be a negatively

sloped demand curve due to the fact that the change in X

and change in price have opposite signs, For an inferior

good, the demand curve will still have a negative slope so

long as the substitution effect, Xi/ P 1 , is larger than

the income effect, bX /I, which will be the usual case,

Only where the income effect is negative and absolutely

larger than the substitution effect, as mentioned above,

will the good have a positive sloped demand curve.

Welfare Aspects of Taxation and Public Policy

The use of hypothetical income variations in theoretical

analysis is clearly established in the determination of in-

come and substitution effects deriving from price changes,

Armey, unpublished manuscript, ch, 7, p. 45.
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Also, the Laspeyres and Paasche indexes have been employed

extensively in the revealed preference theory of consumer

demand. The use of hypothetical income variations isnot

limited, however, to pure theoretical inquiry. The set of

variations can also be applied in the determination of

ad hoc decisions in regard to public policy. Decisions

concerning taxation, subsidizing, rationing, or the con-

struction of a public good can be enhanced by applying

income variations in order to more clearly reflect the

benefit ts derived from such decisions.

The welfare implications of different forms of taxation

can be seen clearly by the use of a hypothetical income

variation, The very concept of consumer's surplus is

critical in regards to taxation, Indeed, as Abba Lerner

states, "All taxation falls on surplus. . . . This is

because it is only if the whole of the tax can be taken

out of the surplus that the transaction on which the tax

is imposed will continue to be carried on." 9 The taxation

can serve two distributive purposes, either as a redistri-

butive policy for income transfers or as a device for re-

source allocation for public goods. In either case taxation

is applied at a surplus amount in order that some income

or resource maybeshLfted. The two purposes are also some-

what interdependent. In Richard Musgraves r The Theory of

(
'AbbaP Lerner, The Economics of Control, (New York,

1949), p. 230.
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Public Finance 1 he associates what he calls the Allocative

Branch with taxation for resource redistribution and the

Distribution Branch for income redistribution. On the

interdependency of The two purposes he states,

The program of the Allocation Branch depends upon
the pattern of effective demand as set by the
adjustments of the Distribution Branch. The
program of the Distribution Branch depends upon
the distribution of factor incomes in the mar-
ket, as affected by the policies of the Alloca-
tion Branch.11

The separation of these two purposes becomes quite difficult

when speaking in aggregate terms.

Perhaps the most concise use of a hypothetical income

variation in regard to taxation policy is the determination

of the welfare impacts of a direct and indirect tax. While

both taxes will have the same overall effect of "diminishing

production and consumption of private goods in order to free

resources and purchasing power for diversion to public goods,"12

each tax will have a separate welfare implication for the

taxpayer. The distinction of the taxes can be seen in figure

14. Consider an individual with a money income equal to OM

and facing a price of good X equal to P , The consumer's

Mbudget-constraint is equal to the price line M - in which

he reaches a point of tangency at point E on indifference

curve I. At point E the consumer is receiving OQ amount of

Richard A. Musgrave, The Thery of Public Finance,
(New York, 1959)

Ibid , pb21.

1Armey, unpublished manuscript, ch. 7, p. 24.
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Fig. 14--Effects of direct versus indirect taxation*

*R. K. Armey, unpublished manuscript, Department ofEconomics, North Texas State Univeristy, Denton, Texas,1975,- ch. 6, p. 49-a.
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good X and giving up an amount of money equal to CE. Now

consider the implications of the two taxes. Under the assump-

tion that the excise tax will raise the price of good X by

an amount equal to the full tax, the consumer is then faced

with a new budget constraint equal to M - .This new
Px+tO

budget-constraint will automatically force the consumer to

a new equilibrium position at E' on indifference curve I'%

At this point the consumer is receiving OQ' of good X and

spending YE' of money income. Note, however, that the seller

of good X receives only YT of money income while TE/ of the

expenditure accrues to the government in the form of the

excise tax. Note, also, that the change in quantity consumed

from OQ to Oq involved both a substitution and income effect.

As Richard Armey states,

The income-effect change in quantity is a
reflection of the government's desire to affect a
generalized substantive intervention by way of
transferring purchasing power and resources
from the private sector to the public sector.
The substitution-effect change in quantity reflects
a specific substantive intervention prejudicial
against the consumption of good X,3

If it is the government's intention to restrict the consump-

tion of good X then the excise tax is justifiable. However,

if the government's intention is simply to raise revenue then

an income tax will be more equitable.

The income tax would have the same effect as a parallel

lowering of the consumer's budget-constraint line to the

Position Mh ~ P~ *The amount of tax revenue generated by

1 3 T M A
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such a tax, M-Mh, would be exactly equal to the revenue

accrued in the excise tax, TE', Note that the new budget-

constraint, Mh- -h, is actually the Paasche income varia-
Px

tion for a rise in price. This means that the variation

will intersect the new quantity of good X purchased at a

price equal to the original price. This measure will place

him at an equilibrium point.Eh which is tangent to indifference

curve Ih. At Lh the consumer will receive OQh of good X and

spend NE h of money income. The welfare implications are

obvious, "the consumer can sacrifice the same amount of

income for tax purposes but at a smaller welfare loss when

subjected to an income tax rather than an excise tax.ttlk

The reason why the income tax left the consumer on a

higher indifference curve with more of good X consumed was

the absence of a substitution effect, The excise tax, by

raising the price of good X, creates a substitution effect,

On the other hand, the income tax, since it creates no

absolute price change, only reflects an income effect, There-

fore,

If government revenue is produced by any system
of excise taxes, there exists a possible distribution
of Personal levies among the individuals of the
community such that the abolition of the excise
taxes and their replacement by these levies will
yield the same revenue while leaving each person
in a state more satisfactory to himself than before.

141bid., p. 26.
1_

1 5Harold Hotelling, "The General Welfare in Relation to
Problems of Taxation and of Railway and Utility Rates,"
Econometrica (July, 1938), p. 252,
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Hypothetical income variations are also useful in

public policy decisions concerning government projects,

subsidies, rationing, or other governmental decisions

involving welfare changes. The analysis is basically the

same as the one applied above in taxation policy. Again,

determination of welfare implications of the policies are

sought, The decision of government intervention is a broad

social decision which should be weighed carefully. However,

once government intervention is acknowledged then the use

of hypothetical income variations can help determine which

method of intervention creates the most beneficial welfare

implications.

The problem of governmental subsidies plays an important

part in the world today .Criticism is levied at the govern-

ment for the methods by which they subsidize low income

families. The question is whether it is better to subsidize

a low income family by a specified subsidy or a more gen-

eralized subsidy, The use of income variations can help

solve the question. Figure 15 shows an individual with a

money income equal to OM and facing a budget-constraint

equal to . The consumer achieves an equilibrium point

E tangent to indifference curve I, However, assume the

government feels that good X is a good which is socially

desirable and that the consumer at position E falls short

of the minimum; standard set by the government, The govern-

ment, therefore, decides to subsidize the specific purchase

of good X. In doing so, the government lowers the price of
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7 creating for the consumer a new budget-constraint, -- ,

The consumer, now faced with a lower price of good X, moves

to equilibriu position E'/ which is the tangent point

between the new price line and indifference curve I '. At

point E' the individual obtains OQ' of good X and spends

an amount vE 'of income. The government has also spent

E't oLf money for this is the difference between what the

individual paid to obtain OQ' of X and what he would have

had to pay had there been no subsidy. As was in the tax policy

case, there is a substitution and income effect in the change

in quantity purchased. This is due to the fact that there

was an absolute, as well as, a relative change in the price

of good X. The relative change in price also creates

other changes. Richard Armey states,

The subsidy to consumption of good X had the salutary
side effect of enhancing the consumer's ability
to purchase other goods as well. Although the subsidy
is specifically directed toward increased purchase
01fit is not, in fact, an exclusive subsidy to

The specific subsidy had the effect of imposing the

government's will upon the individual, The subsidy was

directly aimed at a particular good which was reflective

of how the government viewed the consumption of good X.

0he fact of the matter is that the government could have

applied the same amount of subsidy to the individual in a

more generalized forn which would have allowed the consumer

to achieve a higher level of welfare. In figure 15 the

Armey, unpublished manuscript, p. 30,
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government subsidy was equal to the distance E'L. Had the

government applied an equal amount of subsidy in the form

of a general increase in the individual's income then there

would exist a new appropriate budget-constraint for the

individual equal to Mh - 9 , Note that since this new

income variation intersects the equilibrium position E'

it is equivalent to the Paasche income variation for a

price decrease, Also, note that since the new budget

constraint intersects the indifference curve which is tan-

gent to that equilibrium position, it must, by definition,

be tangent to a higher indifference curve. Looking at

figure 15 it shows that the budget-constraint Mh -h "h is

tangent to indifference curve Ih at point Eh-

What exactly is the effect of the generalized subsidy?

At position Eh the individual has spent an amount of income

equal to SEh d received 00h of good X. Due to the fact

that the generalized subsidy left the individual on indif-

ference curve Ih it can be assumed that the consumer expe-

ienced a greater gain in welfare from the generalized

rather than the specific subsidy. This is so even though

actual consumption of pood X decreased from OQ1 to 09h,

This decrease is because of the absence of any substitution

effect in the generalized subsidy. As Richard Armey states,

"The direct income subsidy does not distort the price of X

relative to other goods, and the consumer is therefore able,

given his preferences, to make a more efficient use of the
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income subsidy, and therefore achieve a greater welfare gain

with an equivalent income subsidy."'7

The decision as to whether the generalized or the

specific subsidy is the more affective tool must be viewed

in terms of the government's objectives, If the only aim

is to achieve the highest level of welfare possible, then

the generalized subsidy is the more effective. On the other

hand, if it is the government's objective to specifically

increase the consumption of good X to those it subsidizes,

then the specific subsidy is more efficient, The choice

between the two is basicallyan ethical decision by policy

makers.

The use of hypothetical income variations which measure

the surplus of welfare from given changes in prices can be

used in assorted public policy decisions, Just as the tax

and subsidy analysis above, the use of these variations can

also be applied to decisions in rationing or public projects.

An example of the practical application of the concept

of consumer's surplus in regard to public projects is the

New York City water crisis in 1949 and 1950. The problem

was that the average rate of consumption was greater than

the yield of the water system for New York, Accordingly,

a decision had to be made as to the best solution of the

problem, Two solutions were put forth, to either build a

new dam and reservoir or to use a system of metering to

17Ibid., p. 31,
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help lower consumption. The decision was made to build

the dam,

A few years later, economists at the RAND Corporation

explored the decision to determine if the maximum amount

of welfare was generated by the decision that was made,

The methodology employed was the concept of consumer's

surplus. The first step involved deriving cost figures

and, "according to various estimates the cost of providing

water with the new dam would be about $1000 per million

gallons per day." 2 On the other hand, the cost of metering

was originally estimated at $50 per million gallons per

day. However, the RAND economists noted that this was not

a true cost, "since it did not include the loss to consumers

arising from the fact that they would be led to consume

less water,"19

The RAND economists employed the concept of consumer's

surplus as a measuring device to estimate this loss of water

consumption. The methodology was to estimate the maximum

amount the consumer would pay for the lossed amount of water

rather than go without. The estimation simply became then

the Marshallian measure of the area under the demand curve.

This, of course, was prefaced, as was Marshall's analysis,

with the assumption of a constant marginal utility of income,

18 Edwin Mansfield, Microeconomics; Theory and Applica-
tions, 2nd, ed. (New Yor,T1975TTT?. o, ~~

I Ibid,
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The reasoning was that the expenditure on water was such a

small percentage of a person's average expenditure that a

constant marginal utility of income could be assumed.

The RAND study's final analysis showed that an extra

$100 per million gallons should have been recognized in

regard to metering. This was the estimated loss of surplus

welfare that the consumer would suffer through a reduction

in his water consumption. Therefore, the total cost of

metering was estimated at $150 per million gallons, This

was comparably lower than the $1000 per million gallons

cost of the dam and reservoir, The study, therefore,

suggested that metering was the more optimal of the two solu

tions.

t should be recognized in the above analysis that the

aimplifications entailed in the study can lead to fallacious

conclusions. The constant marginal utility of income and

the implied interpersonal comparisons of utility were the

basic weaknesses of the original Marshallian theory, It

would, perhaps, be more precise if the study would have

employed the Hicksian income variations, or, either, the

Paasche or Laspeyres index measurements.



CHAPTER V

THE COMPENSATION TEST AND THE NEED FOR INTERPERSONAL

COMPARISONS OF WELFARE CHANGE

Theoretically the hypothetical income variations pre-

sented in the above chapters provided measurement of intra-

personal welfare changes. Welfare economics, however,

transcends individual welfare and, instead, extends itself

to social welfare. Therefore, welfare economics is involved

with comparisons of welfare changes between different indivi-

duals. This need for inter-personal comparisons in welfare

has resulted in continuous debate over the validity of

inter-personal measures of welfare change. The compensation

principle was a result of this debate. It was viewed by

its originators as a device by which social welfare changes

could be measured without resorting to inter-personal mea-

sures of utility. However, the compensation principle

itself soon became emerged in debate with the results

being a reformulation of the principle on several grounds.

Today, the compensation principle can be viewed in several

different manners. It should be noted, however, that each of

these different reformulations of the principle are still

currently criticized by different economists. The result,

is that no one particular version of the compensation

principle is regarded as the best,
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A general survey of the most notable versions of the

compensation principle will be presented in the first part

of this chapter. In the second part there will be an effort

to combine hypothetical income variations with the compen-

sation principle. The intent is to measure welfare changes

for different individuals and compare them in order to make

inter-personal welfare comparisons. In that way the compen-

sation principle can be based upon measured intra-personal

welfare changes.

The Compensation Principle

The compensation principle is a critical foundation in

welfare economics, Yet, the principle itself is still

shrouded in controversy. The principle's theoretical formu-

lation originated from Paretian optimality analysis. The

idea, however, probably existed as early as Ricardo and his

debate over the repeal of the British Corn Laws. In connection

with this idea Blaug states, "rents would fall and landlords

would sustain losses in consequence of repeal, But the

loss to landlords would be more than offset by the welfare

gains from free trade to other classes."1

It was in Paretian analysis, however, where the concept

of the compensation principle begins to emerge, Pareto has

been hailed as the founder of the New Welfare Economice

which broke away from the traditional economics of utilitarian

Im ark Blaug, Economic Theory in Retrosect (Homewood,
Illinois, 1968), p7134.
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analysis. The main emphasis of this new school of thought

was to establish, "the optimum conditions of production

and exchange without adding the utilities of different per-

sons," 2  What this implied was a theory based upon ordinal

preferences with its optimum position "independent of any

necessity for adding satisfactions, or comparing the satis-

factions, of different individuals," 3  This optimum position

is thus "defined as a position from which it is impossible

to improve anyone's welfare, in the sense of moving him to

a position that he prefers, by transforming goods and ser-

vices through production or through exchange without impairing

someone else's welfare," 4  This definition, it should be

noted, does not imply a singular optimum point but, instead,

results in a indefinite amount of optimas,

The number of optimum positions is increased with the

notion of compensating payments to individuals who suffer

from a change in welfare. This idea first surfaced in a

1908 article entitled, "The Ministry of Production in the

Collectivist State," written by Enrico Barone, Blaug states,

Barone suggested that all changes in indivi-
dual welfare could be expressed in terms of an
equivalent amount of real income that the indivi-
dual would be willing to receive or to pay to
return him to his original welfare position, The
idea is a familiar one: it is nothing but a mone-
tary measure of the consumer's surplus from a given
change.)

I. M. D. Little, A Critiue of Welfare Economics, 2nd
ed, (Oxford, 1957), p. 6.

3Ibido 4 Blaug, Economic Theory in Retroc, p. 592,

Ibid,
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What, in effect, this established was the modern inter-

pretation of the compensation principle such that if the

gainers can compensate the losers for their full loss and

still experience a gain, the change results in an increase

in social income.

There are two implications of the above statement that

should be noted. The first is the term social income in-

stead of social welfare. As Maurice Dobb states,

It was intended that income should be definable
as increasing even though welfare was smaller than
before owing to adverse changes in distribution
(indeed, for those who denied the possibility of
interpersonal comparisons no statement about
total welfare could be made when the welfare of
different individuals moved in opposite directions),

Secondly, only if the compensation were actually paid would

the change result in a change in actual welfare, Dobb states,

"If it were not in fact paid there might be distributional

effects, involving a loss of welfare to some and a gain to

others--changes which (if interpersonal comparisons were

allowed) might amount to either a net gain or a net loss in

welfare,"7 In other words, as Blaug states,

If the potential compensation is not actually paid,
we are implicitly accepting the prevailing distri-
bution of income as a measure of the relative strength
of feeling of gainers and losers; we are presuming
to know something about the individual preference
patterns without observing the behavior that cor-
responds to it, and this is an interpersonal com-
parison of utility,8

Maurice Dobb, Welfare Economics and the Economics of
Socialism (Cambridge -1969),. , ~

7lbid., pp. 87-88.

8Blaug, Economic Theory in Retrospect, p. 592.
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The modern reformulation of the compensation principle

began in 1939 with an article published by Nicholas Kaldor,9

According to Kaldor's analysis,

All persons who would suffer deleterious effectsas a result of the innovation would be asked how much(in money terms) they should consider the minimumamount necessary to compensate them for the incon-venience to which the innovation put them. Similarly,all persons who would benefit from the innovation
would be asked to estimate how much money they arewilling to give up rather than forgo the benefitsto be obtained. The innovation is judged sociallydesirable so long as the latter sum is greater thanthe former.10

In 1940 John R. Hicks also published an article1 which in

fact accepted the Kaldor version of the compensation prin-

ciple. Therefore, the results have been called the Kaldor-

Hicks compensation criterion.

The Kaldor-Hicks criterion attempted to make it possible

to choose policy recommendations free of value judgements.

The premise of the criterion was that if the gainers could

compensate the losers and still show a net gain in social

income, then the policy under consideration should be pur-

sued for it resulted in an increase in social welfare.

Whether actual compensation was paid or not was a decision

of ethical or political consideration. What was of impor-

tance was the potential of compensation. If this potential

9Nicholas Kaldor, "Welfare Propositions in Economics,"Economic Journal (September, 1939), pp. 549-552.
10William J. Baumol, Welfare Economics and the Theorof the State (Cambridge, Massachusetts, l965T,7p7~6
11 John R. Hicks, "The Valuation of Social Income "Economic, VII (1940, 105-124,
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existed, then the policy under consideration was felt to

be superior to the existing status-quo.

The Kaldor-Hicks criterion can be shown graphically

in figure 16. This graph represents a utility space such

that the utility of individual A is measured along the

horizontal axis and the utility of individual B along the

vertical axis,. The 45 line OR0 measures an equal distri-

bution of utility between both individuals. Given that there

exist some collection of goods, X1, if, then, individual A

had all the goods his utility would be equal to OA1, On

the other hand, if individual B had all the goods in X

collection then his utility would be equal to OB,. Between

these two points exist a utility possibility curve equal

to B 1 A1 . This curve defines different levels of utility

for each individual according to how the goods in X1are

divided. It is important to note that the shape of the

utility possibility curve is arbitrary. This is due to

the fact that we cannot directly compare the utility of

A and B since, "the total utility which person B would

enjoy from having all of X1 could be greater, equal, or

less than . . . (the) utils enjoyed by A."12 Therefore,

according to E, J. Mishan, "All we can say of the shape of

the utility possibility curve joining B to A1 is that,

assuming non-satiation, it will slope from left to right," 1 3

E.J,. Mishan, elfare Economics: An Assessment
(Amsterdam, 1969), p.4T ~

13 Ibido
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Fig. 16--Kaldor-Hicks compensation principle*

*E. J. Mishan, Welfare Economics: An Assessment,
(Amsterdam, 1969), p. 42
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In figure 16, assuming that X1 is the existing collec-

tion of goods, then there exist a point such as Q1 which is

defined according to the distribution of X, between indivi-

dual A and B. The Kaldor-Hicks criterion states that if a

reorganization is possible such that X2 becomes the existing

collection of goods, then this reorganization should be

undertaken for it results in an increase in social welfare.

This is due to the fact that the reorganization may result

in a distribution equal to Q2, however, there exist the

potential to redistribute X2 to q2 which is superior to Q1 .

The emphasis here is on the potential for a superior reor-

ganization.

The Kaldor-Hicks criterion quickly came under criticism

for its use of money as the measurement of welfare changes

and its emphasis on potential rather than actual compensa-

tion, To rely on a pecuniary measure for changes in welfare,

critics asserted, was simply to apply utility "to the mea-

suring rod of money, a measuring rod which bends and stretches,

and ultimately falls to pieces in our hands,"1 4 The assertion

here is that interpersonal comparisons of utility have not

been avoided, but, simply reduced to pecuniary terms.

In 1941 Tibor Scitovsky published an article1 5 showing

how the Kaldor-Hicks criterion could lead to inconsistencies

14Baumol, Welfare Economics and the Theory of the State,
p. 164.

15Tibor Scitovsky, "A Note on Welfare Propositions in
Economics," Review of Economic Studies, IX (1941-42), 77-88.
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due to this pecuniary measure. The inconsistent results

stemed from the fact that "the distribution of wealth may

be so different in these two cases that in either case those

who gain from the change will be more than able to compensate

those who lose by it."l 6  According to Scitovsky, if the

actual compensation was not paid then the Kaldor-Hicks

test may be used to show that a reorganization from an

original welfare position to a new, secondary position

increased welfare, and, at the same time, that a reorganiza-

tion from the second to the original position could also

pass the Kaldur-Hicks criterion. Obviously, the results

of such a test were contradictory. This inconsistency can

be seen in figure 17, Given the Paretian assumption that

any move to the northeast quadrant is an improvement in

welfare, we get conflicting views. If the original position

is Q1 , then the reorganization to q2 is thought superior

due to the fact of the potential, once at Q2 , to move to q2.

However, at Q1 there exist the potential to move to q1 which

is superior to Q2. The results, so long as compensation is

not actually paid, is totally inconsistent, This lead

Scitovsky to suggest that a further restriction should be

placed on the Kaldor-Hicks criterion, This restriction has

become known as the Scitovsky reversal criterion which reads;

The losers from an economic policy (assuming
that they are not compensated) should not be able
adequately to bribe the gainers to oppose the

16 Baumol, Welfare Economics and the Theory of the State,p. 165.
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*E. J. Mishan, Welfare Economics: An Assessment
(Amsterdam, 1969), p.7127
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change. In other words, not only should the new
position meet the Kaldor-Hicks criterion but also--
assuming that compensation is not to be paid--that
a movement back from the new to the old position
should not meet the Kaldor-Hicks criterion.17

While the Scitovsky reversal criterion was a marked

improvement over the Kaldor-Hicks criterion, it too came

under criticism. In 1947 Paul Samuelson18 criticized the

two-way compensation criteria on the ground that, "if the

comparison between any two situations is to be completely

neutral on the matter of distribution it is not sufficient

to compare them only on the basis of the distribution of

utility levels of just those two positions."1 9 Both the

Kaldor-Hicks and the Scitovsky criterion were tests of com-

parability between different economic situations while inde-

pendent of comparisons of different utility levels of the

individuals involved. However, Samuelson pointed out that,

Strict distributional neutrality required the new
position, even if it was to be declared just poten-
tially better than the old, to be Pareto-superior
to the old position on each of the distributions of
utility levels g ich could conceptually be associated
with them both,u

In other words, what Samuelson implied was, "for every possible

distribution of wealth, both before and after the change in

S. K. Nath, A Reappraisal of Welfare Economics (New
York, 1971), pp. 99-10( U

18 Paul A. Samuelson, Foundations if Economic Analysis,
(Cambridge, Massachusettsf1j7),o257 .

19So K. Nath, A Reappraisal of Welfare Economics, pp.
101-102.

20Ibid., p. 102.
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question occurs, the Kaldor-Hicks tests (and therefore the

Scitovsky double one) must be satisfied0"21

The inconsistency of the Scitovsky reversal criterion

can be seen in figure 18 and Samuelson's criterion in figure

19. If a change in the existing economic situation results

in a move from position Q to position R then the Kaldor-

Hicks and the Scitovsky criteria have been satisfied, The

gainer can compensate the loser without the loser being

able to bribe the gainer into not making the change. However,

note that the utility possibility curves intersect. This

implied that one individual has been made worse off by the

change. Therefore, it can not be said that actual welfare

has increased In the same sense, it cannot even be said

that potential welfare increased. This is du6 to the fact

that, "the highest position of social welfare attained . ..

will clearly depend on the shape of our welfare contours."22

That is, an increase in social welfare will depend on whether

the welfare contour is tangent to the locus through point Q

or point R. The shape of the welfare contour, however, is

dependent on ethical judgements and this is clearly not neutral

in regards to value judgements,

A fourth major revision of the compensation principle

comes from I. M. D. Little in his Critique of Welfare Economics,

Little's main criticism of the Kaldor-Hicks and the Scitovsky

21j . de V. Graaff, Theoretical Welfare Economics (Cambridge,
1971), p. 88.

22
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Fig. 18--Inconsistencies of Scitovaky's theorem*
*J* de V. Graaff, Theoretical Welfare Economics

(Cambridge, 1971), p. 817
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Fig. 19--Samuelson's compensation criteria*
*S. K. Nath, A Reappraisal of Welfare Economics,

York, 1971), po 107,
(New
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criteria was that income distribution was an ethical variable

that could not be held neutral. He states, "Income distri-

bution must, then, be admitted as an ethical variable, to

which the values, favourable or unfavourable, are given,

and we must have a criterion which includes this variable." 23

He thus proposed a combination of the Scitovsky two-way test

with value judgements regarding the income distribution of

the original and new position. This, according to Little,

would establish a test of an actual gain in welfare instead of

just a potential gain.

Given that you have a Q2 distribution of X2 collection

of goods and a Q distribution X, collection of goods, then

the Little criterion could be interpreted for an actual in-

crease in welfare if Q2>Q1, and Q. is distributionally pre-

ferred to Q1, The problem of the comparison of distri-

butions of different collection of goods is asserted to be

overcome by calling,

The Q2 distribution of 2 better than the Q distri-
bution of X1 either if Q is a better distribution
of a than q2, where q2 is chosen as to be Pareto
comparable With Q1, or if q is a better distribution
of X than is Q, , w re q.1 Is chosen to be Pareto
comprable with Q2-

In essence, then, the Little criterion involves two value

judgements which are inherent to the analysis: (1) that

a Pareto improvement is socially desirable, and (2) that

23I L. D, Little, A Critique of Welfare Economics, p. 96.

24, J. Mishan, Welfare Economics: An Assessment, p. 45,
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a better distribution of welfare is socially desirable, In

reagrds to figure 17, if we let d stand for distributionally

preferred and p stand for Pareto preferred, then according

to Little's criterion, Q2 d q2 p Q1, therefore, X2> X1 .

Hypothetical Income Variations and
Compensation Criteria

The theoretical basis for the compensation test is, "that

if a change in policy would result in some persons being better

off and some worse off, and the gainers could compensate the

losers in such way that on balance everybody was better off,

then welfare would be increased by implementing that change."25

The problem as discussed above, is the measurement of the

actual change, that is, the gain and loss to the individuals

affected by the policy, If, instead of aggregate analysis of

welfare change, the emphasis on gains and losses is shifted to

ar analysis of two individuals, then the use of the Slutsky

income variations can become valid as a tool for measurement.

The Slutsky variations are chosen over the Hicksian variations

due to the need for empiricism. Since the Slutsky variations

deal with given quantities instead of theoretical indifference

curves more definitive results can be gained by using these

variations,26

UD. M. Wnch, Analytical Welfare Economics, (Harmonds.worth, England, 1971 ),4p7T43
2 6An interesting approach to the use of Hicksian measuresin connection with the compensation principle can be found in,, 

M. Winch, Analytical Welfare Economics, pp. 143-150. How.

ever, since the mehodolWgy applied Fy Winch relies upon indif-ference curve measurement its applicability in practical analy-sis is somewhat questionable,
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The use of the Slutsky variations is especially appli-

cable in relation to a change in price. However, certain

assumptions must accompany their use as a tool for measurement.

First, that both gainer and loser face the same price struc-

ture both before and after the price change. Second, that

the price actually reflects the subjective marginal evalu-

tion of the goods in question, Also, there must exist no

external economies or diseconomies in the consumption of

the good.

Under these assumptions, figure 20 can be used to show

both a gain and a loss to two individuals resulting from a

price change. Under the analysis, good X has fallen in price

to individual A and risen in price to individual B. (This

perhaps could happen by the government giving direct subsidies

to the individual A for good X, thus lowering its price and

increasing its demand. The increase in demand, however,

helps drive the market price of good X up in the uncontrolled

market, resulting in individual B having to pay a higher

price.) The Slutsky compensating variation, or, what is

the same thing, the Laspeyres index, is employed in figure

20 to help measure the welfare change. The Slutsky compen-

sation variation is used instead of the equivalent variation

because we want to relate the welfare change to the original

level of welfare of each individual. In figure 20, the line

CVq-P2 is representative of the Slutsky compensating varia-

tion for a price decrease. This Slutsky measure would corre-

spond to individual A who has experienced a price decrease
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Money
Income

EVq

CVq

2

P1

0 qX X' Good X

Fig. 20--Measurement of welfare changes in relation tocompensation theorems.*

*R. K. Armey unpublished manuscript Department of
Economics, North Texas State University, benton, Texas,1975, ch. 6. p. 34-a.
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in good X. The measure, which is equated to the new lower

price, intersects the original quantity (E) which indivi-

dual A purchased. Thus, the distance M-CVq measured on

the vertical &xis is representative of the gain, or change

in surplus, that individual A experienced by the price de-

crease,

On the other hand, individual B has suffered a net loss

of surplus due to the fact that he now has to pay a higher

price for good X. Given that individual B was originally

at position El, he has now been forced to move to position

E corresponding to P1, the higher price of good X, This loss

of surplus can be measured by employing the Slutsky 1ompen-

sating variation for a price increase. This measurement is

identified in figure 20 as the line EVq-P, Note that this

measurement intersects individual B's original position but

at a price equal to the new higher price. The loss accuring

to individual B can be measured along the vertical axis as

the distance EVq-M. This distance is representative of the

pecuniary losI: involved in the price change regarding indivi-

dual B.

Now, we have both a pecuniary measure of the gain and

a pecuniary measure of the loss resulting from the price

change. What, then can be said about the overall welfare

effect? Can the Kaldor-Hicks and the Scitovsky criteria

be employed to substantiate a net welfare gain? Can the

gainer afford to actually compensate the loser? The results

of the measurtMent are actually limited to a certain extent,
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This is because of the problem of over-estimation and under-

estimation associated with the Slutsky measures. In Chapter

3 it was shown that the Slutsky compensating variation, or

the Laspeyres index, resulted in an actual under-estimation

of the true gain in surplus resulting from a price decrease,

This was due to the fact that the Slutsky measure intersected

the original quantity purchased, thus, intersecting the origi-

nal indifference curve. In doing so, the measure becomes

tangent to a higher indifference curve than what was the

original level of welfare. By definition, therefore, the

Slutsky measure lowered the individual back to a higher level

of welfare, thus, under-estimating the true change in surplus

which would have lowered the individual back to his original

level of welfare.

For a price increase, the Slutcky compensating variation

has just the opposite effects. Due to the fact that it

intersects the indifference curve which corresponds to the

equilibrium position of the higher price, it, too, results

in being tangent to a higher indifference curve, Therefore,

the pecuniary measure of the loss of surplus to individual B

results in placing the individual on a higher level of wel-

fare than was his original position. Thus, the measurement

of the loss results in an overestimation of the true nature

of the decrease in welfare.

Given these problems of overestimation and underestimation,

what can be said about the measurements in relation to the
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compensation principle? Under the assumptions previously

made, three outcomes can result from a price change, There

can be an equalization of the gain and the loss, the gain

can be greater than the loss, or the loss can be greater

than the gain. In only two of these situations can be

Kaldor-Hicks and the Scitovsky criteria be fulfilled,

If the gain and loss of surplus are equal, then it can

be said that there has been a net gain in welfare, and,

therefore, the compensation criteria has been fulfilled.

This is due to the fact that the gain has been underestimated

(even though we do not know to what extent) and the loss

overestimated (again, the extent is unknown). The logical

conclusion is that the gain is actually larger than it is

shown to be while the loss is actually less. Since they

were equal to begin with, adding more surplus to the gainer

and subtracting surplus from the loser would make the gain,

in effect, larger than tne loss. Therefore, it is conceivable

that individual A could compensate individual B and still

experience a gain while individual B could not bribe indivi-

dual A to sustain from making the change.

If, after the price change, the Slutsky compensating

variation reflecting a gain is larger than the same measure

reflecting a loss, then it can be stated that a net gain in

total welfare has been experienced. This would have to be

since the gain will be larger than reflected in the measure

while the loss will be less. Since there was already s
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surplus of gain over loss, the actual change can only be

increased between gain and loss.

The results, however, are not so precise when the loss

resulting from the price change is greater than the gain.

Since the extent to which the gain is underestimated and the

loss is overestimated is not known, then the results of the

measures leads to ambiguous findings, The extent of these

errors would have to be known along with the difference of the

recorded loss over the gain in order to be able to make any

definitive statement concerning total welfare change,

Therefore, the Slutsky variations are capable of giving

definitive results in two of three possible outcomes of a

price change, It should be noted, however, that compen-

sation would have to be paid in the two cases sited above

fore there to be a true gain in welfare. If compensation

is not paid, then ethical value judgements must be made

concerning the distributive elements of the change. This

will be discussed more fully in the concluding chapter that

follows,

27The validity of the use of index numbers in combination
with the compensation principle in regards to national income
is fully discussed in ,S. K. Nath, A Reaprisal of Ielfare
Economics, pp. 117-122.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING THE VALIDITY OF CONSUMER'S

SURPLUS AS A MEASURE OF WELFARE CHANGE

The essence of this paper has been to present consumer's

surplus as a means to measure welfare change, It is now

possible to draw certain conclusions from the analysis pro-

vided in the preceding chapters. It is important, however,

to note a critical dimension to our conclusions. There must

exist a distinction between the validity of consumer's

surplus as a tool to measure welfare change and an actual

pronouncement of welfare change, The distinction represents

a separation between positive and normative economics, The

purpose of this paper is to provide some insight and, per-

haps, some improvement in positive analysis, Yet, normative

issues exist in any welfare analysis. Therefore, it must

be clearly understood that consumer's surplus is only an

instrument to be used by policy makers for information.

Policy decisions, themselves, turn on normative judgements.

The validity of consumer's surplus as a tool for mea-

suring welfare change is substantiated in Chapter 5. The

validity must, however, be limited to the two cases that

reflect definitive results. One case is when the gain and

loss of surplus resulting from a price change is equal, The

second case is when the gain in surplus is in excess of the

109
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loss resulting from a price change. Only these two out-

comes afford definitive results. If the loss resulting

from a price change is greater than the gain in surplus

then nothing definitive can be said regarding potential

welfare change.

The tool employed for measuring the changes in surplus

should be the Slutsky compensating variation. There are

two reasons for this, First, the Slutsky variation can

be defined in terms of an empirically defined combination

of goods. The measure's empiricism makes it more applicable

to practical analysis, therefore, it has a definite advan-

tage over the employment of Hicksian measures which rely

on theoretical indifference curves,

The second reason for employing the Slutsky compensating

variation is that it relates changes in surplus to the

original level of welfare for each individual. The Slutsky

equivalent variation would have allowed an empirical mea-

sure of the changes in surplus, however, it would have

related those changes to the new level of welfare achieved

by each individual. The purpose of combining changes in

surplus and the compensation principle is to discover what

level of compensation would allow each individual to return

to his original level of welfare. Therefore, the Slutsky

compensating variation is the optimal tool.

The employment of such a tool gives information con-

cerning potential changes in total welfare, Due to the
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fact that the tool is an empirical measure void of norma-

tive value judgements it is in accord with positive economic

analysis. It can be regarded as a tool which supplies

information for a decision making process, The actual

decision itself, however, transcends pure positive analy-

sis. Ethical issues are present in any policy decision.

Therefore, any policy decision which claims a change in

social welfare is based upon both economic and ethical

considerations,

Welfare economics is a study influenced by normative

issues, As Little states, "the subject is one about which

nothing interesting can be said without value judgements,

for the reason that we take a moral interest in welfare

and happiness."' This view, of course, is not universally

accepted. Some economists consider the study of welfare

economics as a positive analysis of means to achieve

certain ends, G. C, Archibald, in an article in 1959,2

states, "The enquires we label 'welfare economics' are

positive inquires into the effects on certain indexes of

alternative arrangements.," 3 The critical factor is the

separation of means from ends. The means of achieving

certain goals can be viewed in a positive manner. It is

possible through positive economic methodology to discover

I, 4. D, Little, A Critique of Welfare Economics, 2nd,ed. (Oxford, 1957), p. ,0

G. C. Archibald, "Welfare Economics, Ethics, and Essen-
tialism," Economica, XXVI (1959), 316-327,

31bid., P. 320,
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certain pathways to a given end and to determine which

pathway is the more efficient. The ends, however, do not

lend themselves to positive analysis, Nor, for that matter,

does the actual decision concerning which pathway to pursue

in order to achieve a goal. Mere efficiency of a certain

policy may be discarded in favor of another policy due to

ethical considerations.

The recognition of the positive and normative aspects

in welfare economics is in conjunction with what has been

termed "ad hoc welfare economics." It is argued here that

welfare economics must be viewed in an ad hoc basis, that

is, from an ex ante point of view. The goals of society

and the policies designed to pursue those goals must be

viewed in light of economic and ethical evaluations. To

do otherwise is to accept a broad a prior approach which

is definable in a given set of broad value judgements.

Indeed, this is what the Paretian system generated. The

a p approach, as Nath states, "presumes that we know

what will be the constituents of the aim to promote social

welfare, and some broad principles about the relative

weights of these constituents."4 This view is usually

regarded as accepting widely held value judgement which do

not run the risk of being controversial. However, Nath

quickly points out that,

4S. K, Nath, A Reappraisal of Welfare Economics, (New
York, 1971), p. 12T.
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Welfare criteria and the Paretian optimum conditions

aspire to be the guiding principles of social 
action

about certain aspects of welfare called economic
(which it may or may not be possible to delimit);
therefore, irrespective of whether they are or are not

based on widely acceptable value judgements, any
such principles cannot be above politics, because
they constitute a social policy, and any social

policy is a matter of politics, Moreover, starting
with the most widely acceptable value judgements
or the prevailing values and building a system of

a prior welfare evaluations and recommendations
runs a high rish of introducing a bias in favor of
things as they are into the customary evaluations
of economic policies. 5

This paper concludes that the use of the Slutsky com-

pensating variation as a tool to measure welfare change

for the purpose of objectively applying the compensation

principle is valid when the gain and loss of surplus is

equal or when the gain is in excess of the loss. The

use of such an analysis can provide definitive economic

results upon which policy alternatives can be evaluated.

The actual policy decision, however, must be based upon

both economic and ethical considerations, thus, in an ad

hoc manner.

5Ibid.,p. 129.
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